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Introduction to
Kidsave and
Weekend Miracles
This introduction section of the workbook
will provide a brief history of Kidsave and the
Weekend Miracles program to contextualize our
work together. This includes criteria to consider as
you implement the Weekend Miracles program to
ensure the program will thrive.
In this section, you will find the following resources:
1. History of Kidsave and the Weekend
Miracles program
2. Criteria for Replication
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History of Kidsave and the Weekend Miracles Program
INTRODUCTION

Kidsave seeks to create government change and
reduce the time that children spend languishing in
orphanages and foster care. Since 1999 Kidsave
has developed a family visit model program that
could be applied worldwide in connecting older
youth (who are growing up without parental care
in orphanages and foster care) with supportive
adults who commit to being a lifelong connection
for that child. Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles program,
operating in Los Angeles County (the largest child
welfare system in the U.S.) introduces domestic
foster care children (ages 9 to 18) to people in the
community who have the opportunity to host them
in their homes on weekends and help the children
find permanent families. This program has seen
tremendous success in Los Angeles County, finding
stable connections for 81% of active participants.
Additionally, the success of the Weekend Miracles
program has inspired the Los Angeles County
Department of Children and Family Services to
implement new methods of family recruitment and
community engagement for these older, hardest-toplace youth.
THE NEED

In 2012, nearly 400,000 children were in the U.S.
child welfare system, with 100,000 of those
children classified a s “waiting to be adopted.” If a
child in foster care is unable to reunify with their
family, the next step is to identify a permanent
home for that child, either through adoption or legal
guardianship.

The average length of time that a child waits for a
permanent home is almost three years, and many
never achieve permanency. Over one-quarter of the
youth who emancipated from foster care in 2011
first entered the child welfare system at a g e 12 or
younger, which means they were in foster care for a
minimum of 6 years and no permanent home was
identified for them in that time period. Research ha s
proven again and again that foster care and group
and institutional living is no substitute for life in a
permanent family. Without a permanent family to
offer them love and support, the outcomes these
foster youth experience upon leaving care are
extremely grim.
The world of adoptive parent recruitment is evolving,
with a growing emphasis on child-focused and
child-specific recruitment. Child-specific recruitment
efforts do seem to be more effective, but they don’t
address all of the challenges encountered when
recruiting families for waiting children, particularly
older waiting children. For example, many older
children may not be open to or ready for adoption,
and could sabotage an adoptive placement.
Prospective adoptive families are also less likely to
consider an older child (age 9 or older), a s they are
intimidated by the potential challenges and issues an
older child might bring into the home.
Additionally, traditional family-finding efforts do
not allow prospective adoptive parents to spend
time with or get to know a child unless they have
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completed all the required steps for being approved
to adopt. This approach greatly limits the number
of prospective families who get to meet a waiting
child. Moreover, by requiring families to be approved
to adopt prior to meeting any children, there is a
risk that a family will fail to complete the long and
arduous process. Families who do complete the
adoption approval process are still given little to no
opportunity to interact with a child unless they agree
to be placed in an adoptive “match,” which is the
first of many steps towards an adoptive placement.
This is a difficult decision to make when one ha s
very little actual information on the child. The fact
that there are 100,000 children waiting to be adopted
supports the assertion that current family-finding
and recruitment efforts are not meeting the need.
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Weekend Miracles Program
Criteria for Replication
There are several factors to consider before Kidsave
partners with a government agency or CommunityBased Organization in a new city or county.
Part of the process for determining if a new jurisdiction
is the right fit for the Weekend Miracles program, is
being confident that by partnering with your
organization, the Weekend Miracles program will be in
a jurisdiction where the program can thrive, and the
partner agency/organization has the resources to
successfully implement the program model.

3. Sustainability: The philanthropic community must
be interested in supporting the Weekend Miracles
program, and the foster care and adoption efforts in
the area over time. This includes support from
individuals, foundations, and corporations. Kidsave
looks at the critical players in local government to
inform our local work.
Important questions for consideration when
implementing Weekend Miracles:

The following are criteria that make a strong
partnership for replication of Weekend Miracles:

1. Local Child Welfare Agency: Since the
Weekend Miracles program requires buy-in and
involvement by the local government agency, Kidsave
must understand the nature of this agency and who are
the key stakeholders.

1. Size and Landscape of the Child Welfare
System: Kidsave strives to engage with systems
with the most need, and to partner with local
governments that are ready and willing to support
(financially and structurally) the Weekend Miracles
program.

2. Existing Initiatives: To best serve local foster care
and adoption needs, Kidsave must have an
understanding of the other organizations and
programs in place that support the same population.

2. Local Culture and Community: There must be
interest and support from the leadership of the
community-based organizations that will
organize events and work directly with the youth
and hosts who participate in Weekend Miracles.
Kidsave must understand who are the potential
community partners, such as local community based organizations working to serve the same
population.

3. Process for Foster Care and Adoption:
The required training for foster and adoptive parents
must be according to best practices and the minimum
standards required by Kidsave.
4. Infrastructure: An understanding of the area’s
transportation options, culture of driving, and location
of the community partner in relation to residential
centers, are all important given the events and
activities of the Weekend Miracles program.
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Module 1:
Overview
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Overview
This section will introduce you to the first training module,
providing an overview of the Weekend Miracles program.
This section provides context on Kidsave’s innovative
approach to the Weekend Miracles Program, shares the
goals of the Weekend Miracles program, and outlines what
program success looks like.
In this section, you will find the following resources:
1. Non-Negotiables
2. Weekend Miracles Program Goals
3. Indicators of Success
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Weekend Miracles Program
Non-Negotiables for Replication
Kidsave has been running the Weekend Miracles
program in LA County since 2006 and has learned
what works for successful implementation of this
program. There are programmatic components of
Weekend Miracles that Kidsave asks all agencies
choosing to implement this model to adhere to
because they have proven to be instrumental to
the success of the program. There may be local
community and cultural differences that a partnering
agency needs to account for in launching and
implementing the Weekend Miracles program.
The goal is to expand the impact of this program,
so finding the right balance between model fidelity
while honoring local community needs is essential,
and a priority for Kidsave.
In order to expand the impact of this work, Kidsave asks
that all adaptations made by your agency be shared with
Kidsave so we can apply lessons learned and any best
practices your agency may have found to future
expansion efforts.
To implement the Weekend Miracles Program
successfully, Kidsave asks your agency to agree to the
following:
Child Welfare Agency/Non-Child Welfare Agency
§ Kidsave requires that the name “Weekend
Miracles” be used to allow for direct transfer of all
materials that have been developed. Additionally,
the name accurately describes the program.

§ Agency/organization agrees to credit Kidsave by
including the words “a Kidsave program” and
Kidsave’s logo on all printed and online materials.
§ Overnight opportunities for youth must be
incorporated for all hosts
Eligibility Criteria (Youth)
§ Youth served ages 9-17 (exceptions may be made
for sibling sets that include siblings under age 9)
§ Children with Termination of Parental Rights or, in
jurisdictions where TPR is not common practice,
Family Reunification (FR) terminated, or, youth in
need of relational permanency
§ Eligibility Criteria (Hosts)
§ Agency will ensure all prospective hosts attend
program orientation
§ Agency will ensure all prospective hosts undergo
criminal background and child abuse clearances, have
in-home assessment by a social worker, complete
CPR/First Aid certification, driver’s license and
insurance
§ Agency will ensure hosts agree to a one-year
commitment, including a minimum of twice a
month visits with host youth
§ Agency will work with hosts to ensure completion
of host visit reports
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Training
§ Every staff member working on the launch of the
Weekend Miracles program in your agency must
participate in the comprehensive training
facilitated by Kidsave
§ Agency will ensure that all host families
complete the Kidsave Program and Advocacy
Training
§ Agency will ensure all host families complete a
foster care training with content from MAPP,
PRIDE or similar training accepted as best
practice
§ Every youth participant must be prepared by a
social worker on program goals and what it
means to have a host
Weekend Advocacy Events
§ Agency/organization will hold monthly events
where prospective host and adoptive families
and youth engage with one another for the
purpose of matching for hosting or adoption
§ Events must be youth-centered and interactive
Reporting
Kidsave will receive all information gathered through
any evaluation efforts conducted by the agency or an
independent evaluator
Liability
See License and Liability Agreement
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Additional Recommendations for
Successful Implementation of Weekend
Miracles:
§ Plan and budget for a program evaluation to be
made at the two-year mark to validate program
impact and efficacy and identify areas needing
improvement.
§ Utilize the Kidsave website photo gallery
for advocacy purposes.
§ Consider limiting the referral age of youth to
no more than 16 so that you are able to
potentially track program participation for two
years.
Training:
§ Utilize Kidsave’s Host Training Curriculum
(12 hours) to fulfill foster care training
requirement
§ Use Kidsave’s Kid’s Orientation Booklet for
orienting youth to the program
§ Include youth who are in probation and/or
crossover youth.
§ Consider reconfiguring the caseloads of social
workers working with youth in Weekend
Miracles, e.g., designate select social workers to
work with only Weekend Miracles youth.

Weekend Miracles
Program Goals
Short-term (approximately 6-12 months)
§ Host families and youth connect at monthly
events and are subsequently matched.
§ Host begins to advocate on the youth’s behalf.
Intermediate (approximately 12-24 months)
§ Children make a successful transition into their
hosting relationships, and the relationships
endure.
§ As hosts get to know their youth, they become
effective advocates on behalf of the youth for
permanency, education, health and well-being

Long-term (2+ years)
§ Youth in hosting make successful transitions
into permanent families, adoption, legal guardianship or a long term connection to a stable
adult.
§ Youth leave the foster care system with a life
plan and an adult relationship that is permanent. This connection provides the guidance
and support the youth needs to lead a stable,
adult life. This successful adult connection
can support the youth through adulthood.

§ Hosts teach youth life skills and demonstrate
how to build healthy, trusting relationships.
§ Hosts mentor re: school, job training, and
development of interests and goals.
§ Youth may move to lower level of care, live
with host, or achieve legal permanency with
host or other family.
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Weekend Miracles Program
Indicators of Success
§ When both the host family and youth make
a connection and agree that they want to be in the
relationship
§ The connection endures more than two years, and
the youth, through the hosting relationship, is
exposed to a stable family environment
§ The youth develops trust, a healthy bond to an
adult, and develops skills related to functioning in a
family and the world
§ The youth is able to move to a lower level of care
(adoption, legal guardianship, NREFM)
§ Youth avoids incarceration, homelessness
§ Youth graduates high school and matriculates to
college, a trade school or obtains a job
§ Youth achieves permanency
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Module 2:
Overview
Continued
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Overview
Continued
Kidsave has been running the Weekend Miracles
program in Los Angeles County since 2006 and has
learned valuable lessons and collected best practices for
successful implementation of this program. In Module
2, we will continue to provide an overview about the
Weekend Miracle program and how it works.
We will provide a comprehensive document outlining
the protocols that guide the decade-long partnership
between Kidsave and the Los Angeles County
Department of Children and Family Services for
Weekend Miracles. We will outline the roles and
responsibilities for key staff members, and provide key
terms and definitions so everyone has a shared language
as they prepare for and implement the Weekend
Miracles program.
In this section, you will find the following resources:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Model Diagram
The Family Visit Model and Program Elements
How Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles Program Works
Weekend Miracles Key Terms and Definitions

The additional resource below for Module 2 can be
downloaded from Kidsave’s learning center:
§
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Los Angeles County Department of Children and
Family Services and Kidsave Weekend Miracles
Program Protocol
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Weekend Miracles Program
The Family Visit Model & Program Elements
1. Child Specific Advocacy – Advocacy for a child is
central to the Family Visit Model. The idea is to get
the word out about a child’s need for permanency
and encourage people to meet the child. Faith based
communities are great places to share information.
Flyers with the child’s photo and a short bio are
tools that can be shared Website advocacy and
social media can also be used.
2. Hosting/Mentoring – Hosting or mentoring is an
opportunity for a child who needs permanency to
experience family life and build relationships with
caring adults. Hosts and mentors are volunteers.
They are a child’s advocate – supporting him or her
in daily life and working to help that child meet
people who might adopt or be a long-term
relationship. Children spend time with their hosts
or mentors building a trusting relationship. Hosts
and mentors introduce the child to their family,
friends and colleagues. Over time, because the child
knows that their host/mentor are there willingly,
trust develops.
3. Events – Weekend events offer the opportunity
for children to meet prospective hosts, mentors and
adoptive families in a safe and fun environment.
Event activities include cooking, arts and crafts,
bowling and much more. After the events the
children and adults complete questionnaires
indicating who they would like to get to know
better and provide event feedback. For many
children this is the first time they have had a say in
selecting an adult to be in their lives.
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Program Elements
1. Child Preparation – Preparation is essential for a
child’s success in the program. Children must be
oriented on the benefits of participating and why a
connection to a stable adult is valuable and can
positively impact their life. Preparation can include
an orientation or workshops and should be
facilitated by a professional.
2. Training and Support – Training is essential in
helping prospective host families and mentors
learn about how and why the children enter the
child welfare system, trauma, loss and grief and
how this impacts the children’s lives. Additionally,
hosts and mentors learn how they can best
support the children. Training is interactive and
includes role playing. Once matched, hosts and
mentors receive ongoing support from program
staff. This can include regular phone calls, support
sessions, referrals to resources in the community
and connections with other hosts, mentors and
adoptive families.
3. Recruitment and Outreach – A communications
effort is important to build awareness about the ways
the local community can get involved to support
children in need of permanent families and lasting
connections. The focus is to build partnerships and to
engage members of the community to attend events,
meet the children, and become a host, mentor or
adoptive family. Recruitment strategies includes
making presentations, attending community events,

placing ads about program events on the radio, on
social media and in local, traditional media (such as
church bulletins, bulletin-board flyers, community
newspapers, and neighborhood list serves.)
Recruitment of hosts and mentors can be added to
traditional foster and adoptive family recruitment
messaging.
4. Tracking – In order to indicate program success it
is important to track the outcomes of the children
participating in the program. This includes tracking
the number of youth connected with a host, mentor,
adoptive family, legal guardian or Non-Related
Extended Family Member (NREFM). Other valuable
indicators of success include promotion and
graduation rates, employment, incarceration,
enrollment in post-secondary education.
An external evaluator should be hired to conduct
an independent evaluation of the effectiveness of the
program comparing children served by the program
with other children in care.
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How Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles®
program works

Youth in need of permanency
are referred to Kidsave by their
social workers.

Families and individuals are recruited through
advertising, media, community outreach and events.

Prospective host families and
individuals attend an orientation.

Kidsave introduces the youth
to the program through an
orientation.

Child specific advocacy: photos
and biographies are posted on
Kidsave.org.

Youth and adults engage at
interactive monthly events and
learn more about each other.
Connections occur naturally.

Prospective hosts complete
application packet, background
checks, training, and a home
assessment completed by social
worker. Host approved.

Children are matched with a host family

Weekend Visits

Ongoing Advocacy

Mentorship and Support

Youth spend time on weekends
with their host to build their
relationship. It is where youth
learn the importance of
connections and trust. Youth
meet people in the community
who might be interested in
adopting them.

Hosts use advocacy tools to
help find a permanent family
for the youth as well as other
support services.

Hosts provide mentorship and
guidance to their youth and
form a relationship that carries
into adulthood.

Permanency
Youth are connected with an adult that commits to adoption, legal guardianship or a lasting connection.

Kidsave is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization, federal tax ID 91-1887623.
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Weekend Miracles Program
Key Terms and Definitions
§ Advocacy events – events, facilitated by
Kidsave, where youth in need of hosts
and/or permanent families are able to
engage with prospective hosts and
permanent families via a youth-centered
activity where all parties are encouraged to
participate
§ Child and Family Team (CFT) Meeting
(may also be referred to as a Team
Decision-Making Meeting or TDM) –
meeting between the child’s team that is
comprised of the child, family members, foster
parents, legal custodians, community specialists
and other interested people identified by the
family and agency who join together to
empower, motivate and strengthen a child, and
collaboratively develop a plan of care and
protection to achieve child safety, child
permanency, and child and family well-being
§ Youth Program Referral – Information on
the youth provided by CWA to CP.
§ Unattached Youth – A child who cannot safely
return to his/her birth family, who is in foster care
and for whom there is no identified caregiver who
is willing and able to provide the legal permanency
of adoption or guardianship.
§ Prospective Host Families – any adult
25 years or older who is looking to make a
connection with a youth and be an advocate to
help the youth find a permanent connection.

§ Host Families – volunteers that spend a minimum
of two visits a month with a child on weekends,
holidays, school vacations and who advocate to find a
permanent family for the child.
§ Day Host - Family approved to have host child
spend time at host family’s home as home has been
assessed by [Child Welfare Agency/ Dually Licensed
FFA] for safety concerns using a Physical and
Environmental Safety Checklist (PEC).
§ Overnight visits permitted only with consent
of caregiver through use of Prudent Parent
and notification to child’s social worker.
Caregiver must be informed at the time
hosting begins if any PEC standards are not
being met.
§ All household members living in the home who
are 18 years and older have been approved
(have cleared live scan).
§ Weekend Host
§ Meet all above criteria and have an approved
family assessment/home study and are
approved or certified by [Child Welfare
Agency] or Dually Licensed Foster Family
Agency
§ Notification to child’s social worker must
begiven when weekend hosting begins.
§ Prudent Parent should not be required as
weekend visits are part of the child’s courtordered permanency plan. This is to be
confirmed/ adjusted according to individual
state and county policies.
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§ Prospective Adoptive Families or
“Visiting Families” – A single person or
couple with a completed adoption home
study who are interested in adopting a child
without first hosting that child.
§ May attend advocacy events after being oriented
and meet and get to know children who are in
need of permanency (children may or may not
already have a host family).
§ Visiting families may not spend any unsupervised
time with a youth, and must complete an
application (including a Confidentiality
Agreement) in order to be given any additional
information on a specific child’s history and
background.
§ Optional – Child Welfare Agency and
Community Partner may require additional
information or documentation from Visiting
Families, such as a copy of the adoption home
study, and follow up with the home study agency.
§ Long lasting connection – a hosting relationship
that has been in place for two years or more
§ Permanency – A stable and unchanging living
situation. Permanency is the goal for all children.
The most desired outcome in permanency, if
reunification is not appropriate, is adoption.
§ Prudent Parent Standard – to be modified
according to individual state legislation
§ Welfare and Institutions code Section 362.04
defines “reasonable and prudent parent” or
“reasonable and prudent parent standard” as the
standard characterized by careful and sensible
parental decisions that maintain the child’s
health, safety, and best interest.
§ Welfare and Institutions Code Section 362.04
allows every caregiver the ability to arrange
for occasional short-term (no more than 24
consecutive hours) babysitting of their foster
child and allow individuals to supervise the
foster child for the purposes set forth in
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Section 362.05, or on occasions, including, but
not limited to, when the foster parent has a
medical or other health care appointment,
grocery or other shopping, personal grooming
appointments, special occasions for the foster
parents, foster parent training classes, schoolrelated meetings.
§ Caregivers shall use a prudent parent standard
in determining whether to give permission for a
child residing in foster care to participate
§ In extracurricular, enrichment, and social
activities. It is up to the caregiver to make the
determination whether to give permission for a
child residing in foster care to participate in
extracurricular, enrichment, and social activities.
A group home administrator or a facility
manager, or his or her responsible designee, is
encouraged to consult with the CSW or
treatment staff members who are most familiar
with the child at the group home in applying the
and using the reasonable and prudent parent
standard. In the event a CSW is concerned
about a group home administrator or a facility
manager, or his or her responsible designee, or
caregiver’s judgment regarding
§ A child’s participation in an in extracurricular,
enrichment, and social activity, (s)he should
consult with County Counsel on what action to
be taken if any.
§ A group home administrator, a facility manager,
or his or her responsible designee, and a
caretaker shall take reasonable steps to
determine the appropriateness of the activity in
consideration of the child’s age, maturity, and
developmental level.
§ Volunteer Driver – A volunteer who has been
approved by DCFS to transport a child to and
from Weekend Advocacy events.

Module 3:
The Youth
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The Youth
Now that we have a foundation of understanding of how
Kidsave has developed the Weekend Miracles program
and shared an overview of how the program operates,
let’s now turn our attention to the young people served
through this innovative program.
This section of the workbook will provide templates
for program referrals, events, and the orientation
booklet Kidsave has developed over time for the youth
in the Weekend Miracles program.
In this section, you will find the following resources:
1. Sample Youth Program Referrals
2. Template Youth Event Referral
The additional documents below for Module 3 can
be downloaded on Kidsave’s learning center:
§ Template Youth Referral Form
§ Weekend Miracles Youth Booklet
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Child Referral Form

Date of Referral:

3/23/2015

REFERRAL TO:

Lauren Gordon

I. GENERAL INFORMATION:
DOB

SEX

ETHNICITY
PHOTO
ATTACHED

CHILD/SIBLINGS
being referred

Robert Anderson

2/6/00

M

FR
TERMED

Already
FREED

African
American

PRU
RECRUITER

Lori Buchbinder

Phone

310-777-1234

Email

lbuchbin@dcfs.lacounty.gov

Adoption or
P-3 Worker

Marlene Winters

Phone

323-888-5678

Email

mwinters@dcfs.lacounty.gov

CSW

Elizabeth Pena

Phone

323-999-1289

Email

epena@dcfs.lacounty.gov

Caregiver:
Phone:

Grace Pointe Group Home
Eleanor Hadley
626 234-5678

Address:

123 Americana Way

City:

Pasadena, CA

*Has attorney been notified of recruitment activities?
Yes
*Has permanency been discussed with child?
Yes
*Is child prepared for participation in referral event/activity? Yes

Zip:

No
No
No

90342

Atty/Court Issue
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Legal History (Summarized):
CSW’s – remove all confidential information
Robert is 15 and has been in and out of care since 2005. Some reports indicate Robert is the birth mother’s 6th child. His father is
currently incarcerated out-of-state and has no contact with Robert. His mother has a long history of substance abuse. Despite
multiple attempts of reunification with mother, Robert reentered foster care in 2010. FR was terminated in 2011. In the past few
years Robert has had problems with truancy and drugs. He has had 11 placements and is currently at Grace Pointe Group Home
in Pasadena. He has been there 3 months and is relatively stable.
Robert is in the ninth grade, is in special education, and is behind in school. Robert has an IEP. He enjoys attending and
participating in sporting activities and especially likes basketball.
Robert has recently expressed interest in being adopted, but wants continued contact with his older half-sisters in the Los Angeles
area. Robert has not been open to adoption before, so it is believed Kidsave is an appropriate way to meet his changing needs.

II.

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY, including STRENGTHS and INTERESTS

Robert is a small and high energy youth who likes to keep moving. He has been diagnosed with ADHD and takes medication. He
is also in therapy. Robert has had issues of truancy and does not like school. He understands that he has to complete high school
in order to best support himself, and hopes to go to vocational school after high school. A structured and supportive environment
regarding school is recommended by DCFS.
Robert has trouble with defiance, but is learning coping skills to control his temper. He does well with peers and adults if they are
calm and reasonable. Robert does well with younger children.
Robert is in special ed classes and his favorite subject is PE. He wants a mom and dad and perhaps younger siblings. He would
also like a dog as a pet. Robert is in in therapy and has psychiatric medication management services.

III. CHILD’S PERSONAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Ø Child’s General Information:
Primary Language:
English
Years in Care:
Secondary Language:
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# of Adoption Disruption:

0

Current Case Plan

Adoption

Grade Level:

9

# of known siblings not
included in referral
Significant relationships:

6

Religious Preference:

Open

2 older Half-sisters

2 parents

Current Visitation
w/Significant People:

2 older Half-sisters

Family Type desired (open to same
sex couple):
Family w/children:
(No/Older/Younger)

Prefers to
have siblings
in the home

Ø Child’s Placement History:
Child’s Name

Date of Original
Placement

Date of Current
Placement

Total Number of
Placements

7/6/2000

1/27/2016

11

Robert Anderson

Current Placement Type:

Group Home

Relative

Child Ever
Return Home
no

Foster Home

Adoptive Home
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# of Placements:

Behavioral problems and substance abuse (marijuana)

Reasons for replacements:
Child’s Risk Factors:

Ø

Alcohol Exposed:
Y N

Drug Exposed:
YN

Premature Birth:
YN

Mental Retardation in birth
family: Y N

Mental Illness in birth
family:
Y
N

Hx of Physical Abuse
YN

Hx of Sexual Abuse
YN

OTHER:

Child’s Current Functioning:
Physical & Developmental Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Emotional Issues/Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Mental Retardation:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Learning Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

MEDICAL, including ALLERGIES, MEDICATIONS, and CURRENT TREATMENTS (remove confidential
information:
Robert receives his medical care and exams at Olive View on 01/15/15. Currently Robert has no known medical problems.
Robert received his last dental on 03/09/15 at Brian M. Tiller DDS. Robert had one filling replaced and a sealant applied to the
teeth. A follow-up appointment will be scheduled by Grace Pointe for Robert to have two additional teeth filled.
DEVELOPMENTAL:
Robert came to attention of DCFS when the mother was found to be using drugs during her pregnancy and neglecting the other
children because of her addiction. Some reports indicate Robert may have been the 6th cocaine exposed child.
EDUCATIONAL:
Robert has an IEP on file. He has been found eligible to receive Special Education services under the criteria of learning
disability math calculations and reasoning, and secondary eligibility criteria of ADHD—other impairment. He is not a Regional
Center client.
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MENTAL & EMOTIONAL STATUS, including related CURRENT BEHAVIORS and PSYCHOTROPIC
MEDICATIONS:
( If you list mental health diagnoses, please include information on how the diagnosis is affecting their current
functioning)
Robert had a psychiatric hospitalization between 6/12/2012 and 6/17/2012. He is also currently diagnosed as ADHD.
On 10/26/15 former foster parent Steven Clarke informed CSW Pena that Robert had been suspended for three days from
school for fighting with another boy. CSW spoke to Robert regarding this issue and Robert stated, “He made fun of me. We
used to be best friends, but not anymore.”
On 11/27/15 former foster parent Steven Clarke stated that Robert is "still on the waiting list to get some medication." Mr.
Clarke also stated that he brings Robert to Children’s Bureau Mental Health Program located in Baldwin Park. Mr. Clarke
also stated that Robert attends weekly group therapy at school with Ms. Stacey Dash.
On 12/3/2015 court reports Robert has missed 22 out of the last 31 school days. He does not turn in his school work, is easily
distracted, is loud and boisterous in class, and is defiant to redirection.
On 3/18/2016 Robert is prescribed an increased dosage of Tenex for ADHD. He is stabilizing at his current group home, but
continues to struggle in school. He now goes to school on campus where he would benefit from the structure and smaller
learning environment. He is also now working with Grace Pointe through weekly therapy on coping skills for his temper and
defiant behavior.
Additional
Notes/Comment:
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Child Referral Form

CHILD REFERRAL FORM
Date of Referral:

3/23/2015

REFERRAL TO:

Lauren Gordon

I. GENERAL INFORMATION:
CHILD/SIBLINGS
being referred

DOB

SEX

ETHNICITY

Charity Ambriz

8/11/03

F

Latina

Esmeralda Ambriz

2/21/06

F

Latina

PHOTO
ATTACHED

FR
TERMED

Already
FREED

PRU
RECRUITER

Lisa Benton

Phone

310-777-1234

Email

lbenton@dcfs.lacounty.gov

Adoption or
P-3 Worker

Jen Salmon

Phone

323-888-5678

Email

jsalmon@dcfs.lacounty.gov

CSW

Jean Jones

Phone

323-999-1289

Email

jjones@dcfs.lacounty.gov

Charity –
Caregiver:

Gabriella & Dan Hardwick

Address:

2468 Devers Road

Phone:

(626) 457-8987

City:

Azusa, CA

Zip:

90342

Zip:

90706

Esmeralda –
Caregiver:

Maryanne Browne

Address:

310 S. Rosen St. Apt 34B

Phone:

(562) 461-3700

City:

Bellflower, CA

*Has attorney been notified of recruitment activities?
Yes
*Has permanency been discussed with child?
Yes
*Is child prepared for participation in referral event/activity? Yes

No
No
No

Atty/Court Issue
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Legal History (Summarized):
CSW’s – remove all confidential information
Charity, age 12, and Esmeralda, age 9, were removed two years ago after mom was caught driving under the influence.
This was not mom’s first offense and to avoid sentencing she moved to Mexico. Father was granted reunification services, but has
not met court requirements. Charity and Esmeralda have weekly monitored visitations with father. Father is not consistent with
his visits. The girls were initially placed with maternal grandmother on 9/2014, but Esmeralda’s needs were too great for
grandmother so the girls were moved. The girls have been placed 7 times due to Esmeralda’s behavior, but are now in separate
placements. Esmeralda has been diagnosed bipolar. She tantrums and is physically aggressive. On 6/12/2015 family reunification
was terminated.
Charity is in seventh grade and gets excellent grades in SAS (Honors) classes. She plays violin and saxophone and is in the school
band. Charity like sports and art projects, especially drawing. Though Charity wants ongoing contact with her sister, she wants
to remain placed in separate homes. Charity is ambivalent about adoption and does not want to seem disloyal to her father.
Esmeralda is in third grade and is in special education for her emotional needs (ED). She likes sports, coloring, and playing with
her sister. Esmeralda wants to be placed with her sister, but the older sister says she wants to remain in separate homes. DCFS
supports their separation at this time. Esmeralda still believes her father will be able to take her. Esmeralda has difficulty
following rules and has tantrums when she does not get her way. She also has difficulty interacting with her peers and can be
aggressive.
II.

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY, including STRENGTHS and INTERESTS

Charity is a soft spoken girl who engages easily, is intelligent, and is curious. Charity like to draw and read, but is especially
interested in music. She already plays two instruments and hopes to someday learn to play piano. When asked, Charity said she
would like to visit Hawaii and NYC. She enjoys museums and city life, and hopes to attend a Justin Bieber concert someday.
Charity is tall and sporty. She prefers softball, but plays most sports. Charity does well in school, has friends, and like most girls
her age enjoys going on social media. Charity is in honors classes and is currently getting straight A’s.
Esmeralda is a self-directed child who is good at expressing her needs. She engages easily, but can also be somewhat reactive.
Esmeralda likes to draw and read, and enjoys playing with dolls. When asked, Esmeralda said she would like to visit Hawaii with
her sister. Esmeralda enjoys the beach.
Esmeralda mostly does well in school, and is working on peer relationships. Esmeralda is in special ed classes and her favorite
subjects are math and art. Esmeralda is in in therapy and has psychiatric medication management services.
Charity and Esmeralda are open to a connection, but would like to find a family who is supportive of their relationship with their
father.

Charity –
III. CHILD’S PERSONAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Ø Child’s General Information:
Primary Language:
English
Years in Care:

30

2

Secondary Language:

Spanish

# of Adoption Disruption:

0

Current Case Plan

Adoption

Grade Level:

7

# of known siblings not
included in referral
Significant relationships:

1

Religious Preference:

Catholic

Father and sister

open

Current Visitation
w/Significant People:

Father and sister

Family Type desired (open to same
sex couple):
Family w/children:
(No/Older/Younger)

unknown

Ø Child’s Placement History:
Date of Original
Placement

Child’s Name
Charity Ambriz

9/3/2014

Current Placement Type:

Date of Current
Placement

Total Number of
Placements

8/1/2015

Group Home

Child Ever
Return Home

8

Relative

No

Foster Home

Adoptive Home

8

# of Placements:

Sibling’s behavior

Reasons for replacements:
Child’s Risk Factors:

Ø

Alcohol Exposed:
Y N

Drug Exposed:
YN

Premature Birth:
YN

Mental Retardation in birth
family: Y N

Mental Illness in birth
family:
Y N
Bi-Polar on maternal
side

Hx of Physical Abuse
YN

Hx of Sexual Abuse
YN

OTHER:

Child’s Current Functioning:
Physical & Developmental Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Emotional Issues/Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Mental Retardation:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Learning Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

MEDICAL, including ALLERGIES, MEDICATIONS, and CURRENT TREATMENTS (remove confidential
information:
On 1/15/2015 Charity had a physical examination completed with Dr. Karen Houser from Kaiser Permanente Azusa
Pediatrics. Charity was found to be healthy and experience no medical problems.
Charity is allergic to shellfish.
DEVELOPMENTAL:
Charity is developmentally on target and is not a Regional Center client. She receives tutoring after school on Wednesdays.
EDUCATIONAL:
Charity is developing at an appropriate grade level. She enjoys school and is taking three SAS classes.
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MENTAL & EMOTIONAL STATUS, including related CURRENT BEHAVIORS and PSYCHOTROPIC
MEDICATIONS: (If you list mental health diagnoses, please include information on how the diagnosis is affecting
their current functioning)
While Charity is ambivalent about adoption, she has connected well to her current foster parents and it shows that she is open
to connecting to other families. She cares about her sister and wants to remain in contact, but is sure if she wants to live with
her. The court ordered permanency plan is to find both Charity and Esmeralda an adoptive family together. Charity has no
unusual behavior challenges.
Charity is not prescribed any psychotropic medication at this time.

Esmerelda –
III. CHILD’S PERSONAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Ø Child’s General Information:
Primary Language:
English
Years in Care:

2

Secondary Language:

Spanish

# of Adoption Disruption:

0

Current Case Plan

Adoption

Grade Level:

7

# of known siblings not
included in referral
Significant relationships:

1

Religious Preference:

Catholic

Father and sister

open

Current Visitation
w/Significant People:

Father and sister

Family Type desired (open to same
sex couple):
Family w/children:
(No/Older/Younger)

Prefers to
have siblings
in the home

Ø Child’s Placement History:
Date of Original
Placement

Child’s Name
Esmeralda Ambriz

9/3/2014

Current Placement Type:
# of Placements:

Group Home

Date of Current
Placement
10/17/2015

Total Number of
Placements
10

Relative

Child Ever
Return Home
no

Foster Home

Adoptive Home

9
Behavior

Reasons for replacements:
Child’s Risk Factors:
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Alcohol Exposed:
Y N

Drug Exposed:
YN

Premature Birth:
YN

Mental Retardation in birth
family: Y N

Mental Illness in birth
family:
Y N
Bipolar on maternal
side

Hx of Physical Abuse
Y N

Hx of Sexual Abuse
YN

OTHER:

Ø

Child’s Current Functioning:
Physical & Developmental Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Emotional Issues/Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Mental Retardation:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Learning Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

MEDICAL, including ALLERGIES, MEDICATIONS, and CURRENT TREATMENTS (remove confidential
information:
On 3/18/2015 Esmerelda had a physical examination completed with Dr. Thomas Yorke from Kaiser Permanente Los Angeles
Pediatrics. Esmeralda was found to be physically healthy.
DEVELOPMENTAL:
Esmerelda is not a Regional Center client. She does not have any developmental problems.
EDUCATIONAL:
Esmeralda attends a nonpublic school and is in the 7th grade. She qualifies for Special Education for emotional disturbance.
MENTAL & EMOTIONAL STATUS, including related CURRENT BEHAVIORS and PSYCHOTROPIC
MEDICATIONS:
( If you list mental health diagnoses, please include information on how the diagnosis is affecting their current
functioning)
The minor has had several placement failures that have affected her emotional development. While Esmeralda still hopes to
reunify with her father, he has not met any of the court’s requirements. She misses her sister and wishes to live together again.
The court ordered permanency plan is to find both Charity and Esmeralda an adoptive family together.
Esmeralda has been diagnosed bipolar and receives individual therapy. She is reported to be making moderate progress
towards her goals of decreasing maladaptive behaviors and increasing healthy coping skills and exploring her history of
trauma. Foster mom reports that although she is less impulsive, she is easily triggered and does not easily take ownership of
his emotion reactivity. Esmeralda can have angry outbursts and has destroyed property (e.g. hit windows, ripping out pages in
a book, and throwing objects). While living with her sister, Esmerelda was physically aggressive towards her and would hit,
kick, and slap her.
Clonidine 3x per day for anxiety and inattention
Seroquel 1x per day for mood swings, impulsivity and delusional thinking.
Additional
Notes/Comment:

.
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Child Referral Form

Date of Referral:

3/23/2016

REFERRAL TO:

Lauren Gordon

I. GENERAL INFORMATION:
CHILD/SIBLINGS
being referred

DOB

SEX

ETHNICITY

Edgar Reeves

1/1/01

M

Caucasian

FR
TERMED

Already
FREED

PRU
RECRUITER

Emily Guererro

Phone

310-777-1234

Email

eguerro@dcfs.lacounty.gov

Adoption or
P-3 Worker

Greg Holiday

Phone

323-888-5678

Email

hholiday@dcfs.lacounty.gov

CSW

Paul Charles

Phone

323-999-1289

Email

pcharles@dcfs.lacounty.gov

Caregiver:

Gayle and Jeff Otter

Address:

999 Eame Road

Phone:

661-432-1234

City:

Palmdale, CA

*Has attorney been notified of recruitment activities?
*Has permanency been discussed with child?
*Is child prepared for participation in referral event/activity?
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PHOTO
ATTACHED

Zip:

Yes
Yes

No
No
No

91599

Atty/Court Issue

Legal History (Summarized):
CSW’s – remove all confidential information
Eddie’s parents were killed on the LA flight on 911. He was staying with a paternal grandparent with whom he remained until he
was 12, when the grandparent passed away. With no other relatives available, Eddie entered foster care in 2013
Eddie has only had one placement after grandmother, but his current family are not financially able to provide permanency.
Eddie wants to be adopted, but also wants to remain in contact with his current foster family.
Eddie does well in school and is at grade level. He is in the 10th grade. His favorite subject is science and he wants to work with
computers when he grows up -- maybe designing computer games. Eddie does well with peers, but sometimes gets off task and
needs reminding. He does not like to do chores.
Eddie was in legal guardianship with grandma has so is legally free. This boy has experienced tremendous loss in his life, and
requires a parent to best understand his needs. He is in therapy.
Eddie realizes he is alone and wants to be adopted.

II.

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY, including STRENGTHS and INTERESTS

Eddie adores video games and all things computer. He also likes sports, but prefers to watch rather than participate. He enjoys
science and likes to make experiments. Eddie is working on making better food choices and getting down to a healthier weight.
He is tall for his age which can sometimes can look intimidating to his peers. He has a gentle personality and is polite and follows
direction well.
Eddie wears glasses to read. His favorite color is blue and he likes all foods. He especially enjoys sweets.
Eddie is in the 10th grade and gets good grades, but has to be reminded to turn in homework sometimes. Eddie doesn’t like
chores, but will do them, especially if rewarded.
Eddie is open to all kinds of families.

III. CHILD’S PERSONAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Ø Child’s General Information:
Primary Language:
Years in Care:
English
Secondary Language:

3

# of Adoption Disruption:

0

Current Case Plan

Adoption

Grade Level:

10

# of known siblings not
included in referral
Significant relationships:

None

Religious Preference:

Catholic

None

all

Current Visitation
w/Significant People:

None

Family Type desired (open to same sex
couple):
Family w/children: (No/Older/Younger)
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Ø Child’s Placement History:
Date of Original
Placement

Child’s Name
Edgar Reeves

11/11/13

Current Placement Type:

Date of Current
Placement

Total Number of
Placements

11/11/2013

Group Home

Relative

1

Child Ever
Return Home
no

Foster Home

Adoptive Home

1

# of Placements:

Death of grandmother

Reasons for replacements:
Child’s Risk Factors:

Ø

Alcohol Exposed:
Y
N

Drug Exposed:
Y
N

Premature Birth:
Y
N

Mental Retardation in birth
family: Y
N

Mental Illness in birth
family:
Y
N

Hx of Physical Abuse
Y
N

Hx of Sexual Abuse
Y
N

OTHER: Grief and loss

Child’s Current Functioning:
Physical & Developmental Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Emotional Issues/Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Mental Retardation:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Learning Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Grief and Loss

MEDICAL, including ALLERGIES, MEDICATIONS, and CURRENT TREATMENTS (remove confidential
information:
4/19/15 -- Eddie takes 8 mg of Prazosin and 2 mg of Melatonin to help with his nightmares and sleep disruption.
Eddie has asthma and uses a MDI
DEVELOPMENTAL:
Eddie appears to be developing age appropriately in all areas of physical development. Minor is not a Regional Center client.
EDUCATIONAL:
Eddie does not have an IEP. He is achieving at grade level and receiving passing marks. Eddie participates in an after school to
better assist him with school work and to provide physical activity. Eddie’s favorite subject is science.
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MENTAL & EMOTIONAL STATUS, including related CURRENT BEHAVIORS and PSYCHOTROPIC
MEDICATIONS:
( If you list mental health diagnoses, please include information on how the diagnosis is affecting their current
functioning)
8/23/2015 -- Eddie is currently not receiving mental health services. He was receiving individual therapy from 3/3/2013 to
2/17/2015. “Client has made significant progress over the course of his treatment and has reduced his nightmares at night and
has improved his coping skills.”
Foster mom reports that Eddie has trouble concentrating in school and focusing on his homework due to trouble sleeping. He
behaves well at home, but has trouble picking up after himself or doing his weekly chores. He enjoys playing with the
family’s two dogs.

Additional
Notes/Comment:

.
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Child Referral Form

Date of Referral:

7/19/2016

I. GENERAL INFORMATION:
CHILD/SIBLINGS
being referred

Bryan Weathers

REFERRAL TO:

DOB

SEX

ETHNICITY
PHOTO
ATTACHED

7/14/03

M

FR
TERMED

Already
FREED

African
American

PRU
RECRUITER

Mark Houston

Phone

310-562-1290

Email

mhouston@dcfs.lacounty.gov

Adoption or
P-3 Worker

Terri Moore

Phone

323-838-4621

Email

tmoore@dcfs.lacounty.gov

CSW

David Tellis

Phone

323-314-1113

Email

dtellis@dcfs.lacounty.gov

Caregiver:
Phone:

Little Miracles Group
Home – Allison Marshall
310-332-4530

Address:

14 E. 134th Street

City:

Los Angeles, CA

*Has attorney been notified of recruitment activities?
*Has permanency been discussed with child?
*Is child prepared for participation in referral event/activity?
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Lauren Gordon

Zip:

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

90230

Atty/Court Issue

Legal History (Summarized):
CSW’s – remove all confidential information
Bryan was detained in May, 2008 and has been a dependent child of the court since September, 2009. The sustained allegations
were that he was sexually abused by an unrelated male living in the home and that Bryan’s maternal uncle failed to take action to
protect him for almost 3 months. The uncle was unable to provide Bryan with proper care and supervision. Two months later
further sustained allegations that the whereabouts of Bryan’s mother were unknown and that she had failed to provide the basic
necessities for him. Additionally, Bryan suffered serious emotional damage as evidenced by his aggressive behaviors toward
himself and others. Bryan admitted to further inappropriate sexual conduct while in his father’s care, inconsistent discipline -including physical discipline by his father – and exposure to drugs and alcohol.
Bryan’s maternal uncle cared for him since he was a baby and presented himself as being Bryan’s father when a man named
Theo, last name unknown, was alleged to be the biological father. Upon further investigation, Bryan’s allegations regarding the
father were actually against the maternal uncle. The court deemed the maternal uncle as a presumed father.
Bryan currently has court approved unmonitored visitations with his maternal aunt and maternal grandmother. Bryan visits his
grandmother every Saturday. During football season, Bryan likes to spend the weekends with his aunt and cousins to watch the
football games.
II.

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY, including STRENGTHS and INTERESTS

Bryan (2003) is described as a friendly and an overall “good kid.” He can be quiet and reserved at times, but is easy to talk to
once he gets to know you. Bryan is also your typical teenager. He is very interested in sports; especially basketball and football.
His favorite NFL football team is the Seattle Seahawks and his favorite college team is the USC Trojans. During football season,
he spends the weekends with his aunt and cousins to watch the games. He looks forward to one day joining a team or an athletic
program. Ideally, Bryan would like to one-day play football for USC. Bryan also likes to cook and gets very excited about trying
new foods and preparing new dishes. His favorite foods to make at Little Miracles is pizza and blueberry pancakes.
Bryan has shown improvement, but continues to have occasional difficulty controlling his anger and aggressive behavior toward
others. He may be ready to transition to a lower level of care by the end of the year.
Bryan longs to have a forever family. He has expressed to his workers what he would ideally like in a family. He knows exactly
what he wants and is very excited about the possibilities. One of his main desires is to have a forever family that would allow him
to maintain connections to his family. Bryan gets along well with younger children and would like to be the oldest child in a
family.

III. CHILD’S PERSONAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Ø

Child’s General Information:
Primary Language:

English

Years in Care:

8
0

Adoption

# of Adoption Disruption:
Grade Level:

# of known siblings not
included in referral
Significant relationships:

None

Religious Preference:

Unknown

Maternal aunt &
cousins; grandmother

Family Type desired (open to same sex
couple):

Unknown

Current Visitation
w/Significant People:

Maternal aunt &
cousins; grandmother

Family w/children: (No/Older/Younger)

Younger

Secondary Language:
Current Case Plan

7th
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Ø Child’s Placement History:
Date of Original
Placement

Child’s Name
Bryan Weathers

6/6/08

Current Placement Type:

Reasons for replacements:

Ø

Total Number of
Placements

3/19/2014

Group Home

Relative

4

Child Ever
Return Home
No

Foster Home

Adoptive Home

4

# of Placements:

Child’s Risk Factors:

Date of Current
Placement

Bryan’s behavior and emotional problems caused by the abuse that resulted
while in his maternal uncle’s care are the reasons for replacements.

Alcohol Exposed:
Y
N

Drug Exposed:
Y
N

Premature Birth:
Y
N

Mental Retardation in birth
family: Y
N

Mental Illness in birth
family:
Y
N

Hx of Physical Abuse
Y
N

Hx of Sexual Abuse
Y
N

OTHER: Grief and loss

Child’s Current Functioning:
Physical & Developmental Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Emotional Issues/Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Mental Retardation:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

Learning Disability:

none

mild

moderate

severe

Type:

PTSD

MEDICAL, including ALLERGIES, MEDICATIONS, and CURRENT TREATMENTS (remove confidential
information:
Depakote for mood disorder – 250 mg in the AM and 500 mg in the PM
Benztropine to counter the effects of Risperdone – .5mg
Risperdone for aggressive/defiant behavior – 1 mg in the AM, 2 mg in the PM
DDVAP (neurosis) – 0.6 mg
Bryan has no physical health problems.
DEVELOPMENTAL:
Bryan is developmentally on target and is meeting his milestones on time. He is not eligible to receive Regional Center
services.
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EDUCATIONAL:
Bryan does well in school, earning all A’s and B’s. He takes pride in doing well and he likes to get awards and recognition for
his achievements. He enjoys reading fantasy stories. His favorite book series right now is The Hunger Games.
MENTAL & EMOTIONAL STATUS, including related CURRENT BEHAVIORS and PSYCHOTROPIC
MEDICATIONS:
( If you list mental health diagnoses, please include information on how the diagnosis is affecting their current
functioning)
Former diagnosis: Axis 1-295.70 Schizoaffective D/O (PRIMARY) and 314.01 ADHD combined type (secondary)
Current diagnosis: PTSD/Bipolar – 10/2015
Bryan refuses to speak in therapy about the sexual abuse he endured. He is seen for weekly therapy. He continues to have
difficulty at times controlling his anger and aggressive behavior toward others. His tantrums have decreased in frequency and
duration, lasting 15-20 minutes. His therapist projects that he will be ready to transition to a D-rate foster home by the end of
2016.
Additional
Notes/Comment:

.
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Kidsave Event
Youth Referral Form
Please fill out a referral form for each child
to attend **

Primary CSW
Email:

Phone Office :
Cell:

SCSW:

Phone:

A-CSW :

Phone:

Email:

Office:
Office :

Cell:

A-SCSW:

_Phone:

PRU Worker:

_Office:

Phone:

Child’s Name

Age

Ethnicity (please specify if multi-ethnic)

Office:

Gender
____________________________

Caregiver’s Name:
Address:
Tel #:

_ Cell/Alternate contact#

Date Child and Caregiver Informed of Event

_

The A-CSW or one of the child’s other workers must drive the child to his/her first
Kidsave event and Kidsave will arrange the child’s transportation to subsequent events.
Foster parents may not transport.
Name of Driver:
Tel:
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Cell:

Module 4:
Recruitment and
Advocacy

43

Recruitment and
Advocacy
This section of the workbook will provide resources
on how to market and recruit for the Weekend
Miracles program for all stakeholders involved
(youth, prospective host families, community
groups, and agency partners).
Kidsave ha s found that a key component to
recruit- ing host families, adoptive families and
volunteers is building partnerships in the
community. The materials we’re providing
throughout this section can be customized for
your agency and updated to use during any and all
outreach a s you devise the strategy that works best
for your organization.
In addition to outreach, this section also provides
sample templates, resources and best practices
for advocacy, which is central to the hosting model.
The idea is to get the word out about a youth’s need
for a family. The term broadly used is ‘child specific
recruitment’ which for those not familiar, is an effort
to advocate for each youth individually. This includes
providing information about the youth’s interests,
strengths and needs. The goal is to work to reach
audiences most likely to host or adopt a specific
youth. It is also effective to reach out to specific
groups with an interest similar to the youth’s (i.e.,
Cal Tech when a youth shows a passion for science,
a cooking school for a future chef, sports teams for
an athlete).
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In this section, you will find the following resources:
1. Weekend Miracles Partnership Agreement
2. Ways to Get Involved
3. Media Do’s and Don’ts
4. Youth Advocacy Flyer – Needs a Host
5. Sample Blog Post
6. Host Family Advocacy Worksheet
The additional documents below for Module 4 can
be downloaded on Kidsave’s learning center:
§ Weekend Miracles Brochure
§ Youth Postcard (front & back)
§ Ways to Partner
§ Community Collaboration Event Flyer
§ Sample Press Release
§ Blanket Minute Order
§ Youth Advocacy Flyer – Has a Host
§ Weekend Miracles Newsletter

Weekend Miracles
Partnership Agreement
Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles program finds permanent families and lasting connections for older foster youth,
a g e s 9-17, in Los Angeles County. Weekend Miracles accomplishes this through weekend visits with host
families, monthly advocacy events, and ongoing outreach efforts.
Community partners play a critical role in helping Kidsave with its efforts to find permanency for older foster
youth. With your commitment, we can work together to ensure that no child is forgotten.
As a Kidsave Community Partner,
(Check what is appropriate)

agrees to the following:

Raise Awareness
Display flyers for upcoming outreach events, advocacy events, and orientations
Invite Kidsave to host a table during events to share information about the program
Include announcements about the program in bulletins, newsletters, website, emails, and
social media
Refer adults in your organization to Kidsave who are interested in becoming a volunteer or
weekend host
Schedule an Orientation
Host a program orientation on site
Child Specific Advocacy
Display youth advocacy materials (flyers, postcards, etc.)
Feature Kidsave youth on your website, social media, and in newsletters
Host a Training
Host one of monthly Weekend Miracles training sessions on site
Sponsor a Weekend Miracles Advocacy Event
Sponsor a Weekend Miracles advocacy event
Other

Please specify:

In signing this agreement, I verify that I have the authority to represent the stated organization and make this
commitment on its behalf.
Partner Representative Name (Print):

Title:

Partner Representative Signature:

Date:

Kidsave Representative Name (Print):

Title:

Kidsave Representative Signature:

Date:
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Ways to Get Involved
Become a Weekend Host

Engage the Workplace

Spend a minimum of two days a month with an older
foster youth, and advocate to help the child find a
permanent family. For more information, attend an
orientation meeting.

Invite Kidsave to speak at your workplace for a
brown b a g lunch. Post information about the
Kidsave Weekend Miracles program and your
participation in your office newsletters and
bulletins. Have your office advocate or sponsor
a child. Ask friends and co-workers to mention
the program to their networks.

Be a Volunteer Driver
It is a great opportunity for you to get to know the
kids in the Weekend Miracles program, and to help
give them a chance to meet prospective host and/or
adoptive families at the advocacy events.
Advocate
Be a voice for change and advocate/sponsor a specific
child; participate in a neighborhood flyer distribution
campaign; introduce Kidsave to any clubs, groups, or
places of worship to which you belong.
Join the Weekend Miracles EventCommittee
Do you a flair for event planning? Help us make our
Weekend Miracles events more special for our kids
by joining the Weekend Miracles Event Committee!
Sponsor a Weekend Miracles Advocacy Event
Sponsor or host an event for the kids & families in
the Weekend Miracles program by providing the
venue, food, activity, volunteers, or all of the above!
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Fundraise
Raise money for our events by soliciting
sponsorships, auction items, and donations.
Organize a walk, talent show, wine tasting, etc. to
benefit the Weekend Miracles program.
Donate!
Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles Program is a
partnership between Kidsave and the County of Los
Angeles Department of Children and Family
Services. Kidsave is seeking weekend hosts to spend
two days a month with foster youth ages 10+. By
mentoring and advocating, you can help an older
child in foster care find an adoptive family.
Kidsave® is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization.
©2013 Kidsave International.

Media Do’s and Don’ts
Thank you for your interest in the Kidsave Weekend
Miracles program. This program would not be a
success without the help of media outlets like yours in
featuring our program, our children and their need for
permanent adoptive families and lasting connections. A
Los Angeles County Department of Children and Family
Services (DCFS) staff member must be present when
interviewing a child. Before interviewing any of the
children participating in the Weekend Miracles program,
please review the following:

DO’S:
View photos of all of the children who are participating in
the Weekend Miracles program and read their bios by
visiting the kid’s gallery: www.kidsave.org/galleries/usgallery/
Host families, Kidsave staff, and volunteers are happy to
give interviews, provides quotes, and other materials
such as photos, videos, and other types of artwork.
Please contact Lauren at lauren@kidsave.org to
coordinate.

DON’TS
§ You may not discuss/talk about adoption with or
within hearing distance of the child.
§ You may not talk with the children about their
histories, which includes the following:
§ Information about child’s background,
§ Information about the child’s placement history,
§ The child’s medical information,

Sample Questions:
The following questions are recommended for
interviewing a foster child.
Q: What words would you or friends use to describe
you?
Q: What are your favorite subjects in school…what is
it about that subject do you like so much?

§ The child’s psychological evaluations or diagnoses,

Q: What do you like most to do on your weekends/ in
your free time?

§ Anything that the child discloses in confidence,
and/or cannot share the child’s last name.

Q: If you could go to one place for an outing, where
would it be?

The image of a waiting child is to be used in the media
for child-specific recruitment purposes, not for the
purpose of promoting a program, event, etc.
Host families, Kidsave and DCFS staff are the only
people who can take the children anywhere – across the
street, to the bathroom, on an outing, etc.

Q: Any idea what you want to be when you grow up?
Q: If you could have three wishes, what would they be?
Q: How long have you been coming to Kidsave
events/been part of Kidsave?
Q: What do you like (best) about being part of
Kidsave?
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Kaprea
Help her find a permanent family!

Shop til’ you drop or dancing hip-hop, Kaprea is an active 14-year-old beauty
with a gentle tenderness and capacity for reflection. On a weekend you might
find her getting her nails done, or at the mall perusing the latest fashions at
Hollister or Rave. Just a few minutes more in the shoe department while she
tries on a pair of Chucks in the color she is dreaming of and then we’re ready to
stop at the food court for lunch. Mexican food is Kaprea’s favorite, but she’ll
settle for pizza in a pinch if you’ll hold the artichokes.
Don’t confuse this future gourmet with a fast-food junkie. Kaprea is not-sosecretly obsessed with the Food Network and dreams of being a chef. Her
favorite cooking shows are “Paula’s Home Cooking” and the artsy “Ace of Cakes.”
Sign her up for a cooking class or share some of your own kitchen wizardry. It is
easy to make friends while cleaning the last of the cake batter from the bowl!

Can you help?
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
weekendmiracles@kidsave.org or call (310) 642-7283
www.kidsave.org
Kidsave is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization.
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Ty
Needs a Family

Ty, age 17, is an articulate, wise young man full of ambition and charm. Ty is
friendly and enjoys holding conversations with adults and sharing his story.
Currently, Ty is a sophomore in high school who is a part of ROTC and plays
basketball. When he’s not on the court, Ty cheers for his high school’s sports
teams. He can be caught dressed up as the school’s mascot, too!
After school, Ty likes to spend time outside or cooking. Ty enjoys preparing
meals for his group home. He dreams of attending the Air Force or Naval
Academy and to serve as a Nuclear and Missile Warfare Operations Officer.
After serving his country, he would love to represent underserved
communities and share their voice by running for Congress or even the
President of the United States.
Ty dreams of having a permanent home and family.

Can you help?
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
weekendmiracles@kidsave.org or call (310) 642-7283
www.kidsave.org
Kidsave is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization.
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HOSTING ELIJAH HAS BEEN SUCH A WONDERFUL GIFT!
BY LAURA SAVAGE

ON FEBRUARY 12

POSTED IN KIDSAVE STORIES, LA COUNTY - HOST & ADOPT, NEWS, WEEKEND MIRACLES

ALL POSTS

Hosting a Kidsave Kid doesn’t just change their life—it can change yours, too.
Through Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles program, the Galinis Family began
hosting Elijah in November 2015. Caroline Galinis shared her experience with
us here:
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Hosting Elijah has been such a wonderful gift!
He has become an extension of our family and a big brother to our younger children—our two
toddlers ask about him when he’s not around and look forward to him coming over (they
constantly say, “Where Ly-Jah?”).
We’ve seen Elijah almost every weekend since being matched with him in November, and have
done all sorts of activities: attending my oﬃce Christmas party, participating in a charity run,
going to the zoo, spending the day at Knott’s Berry Farm, having ice cream in Little Tokyo,
opening presents on Christmas day together and just enjoying family time at the house!
Kidsave, unlike other “mentorship” programs, doesn’t utilize blind matching. Instead, Kidsave
lets adults and kids meet each other (with no commitment!) and organically develop sincere
bonds with them. Kidsave is also wonderful because it isn’t forced: there’s no requirement to
become a host at the first event you attend, and interested adults can come to meetings for as
long as they’d like without being pressured to “match” right away! Kidsave advocates for children
to have meaningful connections with caring, reliable adults. While adoption is amazing and
definitely a goal of Kidsave’s, there’s no pressure for hosts to adopt. Without this pressure, which
can scare people away from programs involving older foster youth, adults can make meaningful
and natural connections with kids they truly care about.
We’re not in a position in our lives to adopt a teenager, but have a huge heart for older foster
youth. We believe that every child deserves a family, and just because we aren’t in the place to
become an adoptive family to Elijah doesn’t mean we can’t bring him into our lives as an
extension of our family through Kidsave. We’ve always dreamed of having a large family, and
Elijah is part of that dream. When he comes to our house, he seems to see our house as a
second “home” and a safe place to unwind and spend his time—which is exactly how we want
him to feel! He helps himself to food and drinks in the fridge, makes his way around the house as
if it’s his own, and tells us when “we” need more milk. Our friends and co-workers all know
Elijah and expect him at events that we attend. Hosting is such an amazing experience because
we get to be parents, friends, mentors, advisors, teachers, and family all in one!
Whenever I’m describing the Kidsave program to people, I say this: As you became a young adult,
who did you call to ask how to write your first check? Or how to pay your water bill for your
first apartment? Or what to do when your car was making “that funny sound”? You called your
parents. But imagine if you had no parents to call. Who would teach you those things? That’s
what we want to be for Elijah – someone he can call with those questions; someone he can turn
to for advice; someone he can rely on to be there, even when nobody else is.
We often talk with Elijah about his plans to join the military, how important it is for him to
graduate high school, etc. When we talk about things like the day he’ll leave for boot camp
talked or the day he’ll graduate, he asks us “Will you be there?”—and every single time, I tell him
“YES! YES! YES!” I don’t care where in the world we are… we will be there for the big
accomplishments in his life. That’s a big promise, especially to a foster youth, but I would never
make it if I didn’t mean it with 100% sincerity. It’s so important for Elijah to know that we’ve got
his back and will be there to support him and cheer him on as he makes his way in the world.
Everybody deserves a support network in this world, and that’s what we hope to be for Elijah.
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Host Family Advocacy Worksheet
Four Month Goal Outlook
Goal Month 1:
Did I accomplish this goal?

Goal Month 2:
Did I accomplish this goal?

Goal Month 3:
Did I accomplish this goal?

Goal Month 4:
Did I accomplish this goal?

Advocacy Materials Needed:
§ Advocacy Flyer
§ Picture of my host child and my
family
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Kidsave
Hosting Month 1
Month Goal:
Plan Week1:
Accomplishment:
Plan Week 2:
Accomplishment:

Plan Week3:
Accomplishment:
Plan Week 4:
Accomplishment:

Month’s Advocacy Efforts:

Month’s Accomplishments:

Did I meet any potential families?

Observations of Month:
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Kidsave
Hosting Month 2
Month Goal:
Plan Week1:
Accomplishment:
Plan Week 2:
Accomplishment:

Plan Week3:
Accomplishment:
Plan Week 4:
Accomplishment:

Month’s Advocacy Efforts:

Month’s Accomplishments:

Did I meet any potential families?

Observations of Month:
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Kidsave
Hosting Month 3
Month Goal:
Plan Week1:
Accomplishment:
Plan Week 2:
Accomplishment:

Plan Week3:
Accomplishment:
Plan Week 4:
Accomplishment:

Month’s Advocacy Efforts:

Month’s Accomplishments:

Did I meet any potential families?

Observations of Month:
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Kidsave
Hosting Month 4
Month Goal:
Plan Week1:
Accomplishment:
Plan Week 2:
Accomplishment:

Plan Week3:
Accomplishment:
Plan Week 4:
Accomplishment:

Month’s Advocacy Efforts:

Month’s Accomplishments:

Did I meet any potential families?

Observations of Month:
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Family Pitch Letter
Host Name
Address, City, State ZIP
Cell Phone, Email
DATE ____________
Contact Name
Company Name
Street Address
City, State, Zip
Dear __________________,
After (Insert what started you on this journey) my family has decided to take a next step and host a child.
Starting (add date) we will become the Kidsave host family for (Name of child) a (add age) -year-old who lives in
(foster care/or name a group home) and needs a permanent family. Our role, on the weekends, is to be a bridge
for (Child name) and to try to help him/her find an adoptive family and/or a lasting mentor.
We are hoping that by introducing (Child name) to our friends and community we will provide him/her with the
opportunity to find someone who will be a lifelong part of his/her life.
(Child name) is a (In a paragraph say something special about the child)
The nature of the Kidsave program is to shed a light on older youth in foster care who are usually hidden from
view. We welcome stories about the older youth we are working with in the media to attract families who might
be interested in them. I would appreciate it if you could do a story on him/her and help us get the word out
about this amazing child who needs help.
Additionally, Kidsave hosts events once a month so that people can meet kids in their community. The next
event is (Add date, time, and location), and (Child name) and I will be there.
My family and I are so excited to be involved. I hope through our efforts (Child name) will find their forever
family. I will do whatever I can to help you feature a story on (Child name). A photo of him/her is attached.
Please let me know if you have any questions, I can answer for you.
Sincerely,
(Your name)
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Module 5:
The Families
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The Families
One of the most significant stakeholders in the
Weekend Miracles program is the families. In this
section, we will provide best practices and sample
templates for screening hosts, including the first step
which is managing prospective host family inquiries.
We recommend you use a database for tracking youth
and host families. You can create a “host” category
within your existing database. The CP agency should be
tracking the host inquiries since they will be managing the
families. If a database is not possible, Excel spreadsheets
are okay in the interim, but we encourage you to
explore the database option for long term.
This section will provide resources on creating an
online inquiry form for interested families, and
materials to accompany the Kidsave host family training
(if you choose to adapt your own training, you can
modify these materials).
For Weekend Miracles Los Angeles the social worker
who completes the family assessment provides families
with a pre-assessment questionnaire to complete prior
to the in-person meeting. This questionnaire helps the
social worker guide the conversation during the home
visit. The social worker also completes the
Physical/Environmental Checklist.
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In this section, you will find the following resources:
1. Online Inquiry Form
2. Host Application
3. Host Family Agreement
4. Host Application Checklist
5. Pre-Assessment Questionnaire
6. Host Family Assessment
7. Physical and Environmental Checklist
8. Agency Partnership Agreement
The additional documents below for Module 5 can
be downloaded on Kidsave’s learning center:
§ Welcome Packet
§ Host Orientation Slides
§ Legal Documents and Waivers
§ Program & Advocacy Training Certificate of
Completion
§ Host Family Training Certificate of Completion

Weekend Miracles Program
Online Inquiry Form

Full Name
Phone
Email
State
Preferred contact method
Interests

How did you hear about Kidsave?

Are you interested in volunteering?
Tell us yourskills.
Would you like to get Kidsave news
and information via email?
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Weekend Miracles Program
Host Application
Number Of Applicants
First Name
Last Name
Address
City
State
Zip Code
Email
Cell Phone
Home Phone
Birthdate
Citizenship
Ethnicity
Religion
Sexual Orientation:
Highest Education Level
Primary Language
Does your employer have a Corporate
Matching Gift program?
Does your employer have a Volunteer
Incentive Program?
Full Name
Birthdate
Email
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Cell Phone
Work Phone
Citizenship
Ethnicity
Religion
Sexual Orientation:
Highest Education Level
Primary Language
Secondary Language
Does your employer have a Corporate
Matching Gift program?
Does your employer have a Volunteer
Incentive Program?
Partnership Status
Number of Previous Marriages/Partnerships
Applicant 2: Number of Previous
Marriages/Partnerships
Type of Residence
Number of Bedrooms
Aside from the applicants, are there other
individuals living in the household, full or
part-time?
Do you have any children living out of the
home?
Have any individuals residing in your
household, other than yourself, been
investigated, charged, arrested and/or
convicted for any offenses, infractions,
violations or crimes regardless of the
outcome in the US or abroad?
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Have any individuals residing in your
household, other than yourself, ever been
investigated for child abuse, neglect, sexual
abuse of a child or domestic violence even if
such history did not result in an arrest or
conviction?
Have any individuals residing in your
household, other than yourself, ever been
investigated for any alcohol or drug-related
abuse, offenses, infractions, violations or
crimes including but not limited to a DUI,
DWI or DUAI in the US or abroad even if
such history did not result in an arrest or
conviction?
Are you currently being treated, or have you
been treated for any acute or chronic
medical conditions or any mental health
diagnosis?
Have you taken any prescribed medications
in the last five years, other than routine
antibiotics?
Name
Condition Treated
Dosage
Date Began
Date Ended
Add Another Medication
Name
Condition Treated
Dosage
Date Began
Date Ended
Add Another Medication
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Are you currently receiving or have you ever
received counseling or psychiatric
treatment?
Describe your past and current usage of
illegal drugs or alcohol including type of
substance and frequency of use:
Have you ever received in-patient or outpatient substance abuse treatment:
Do you currently have Health Insurance?
Do you currently have Auto Insurance?
Are you currently being treated, or have you
been treated for any acute or chronic
medical conditions or any mental health
diagnosis?
Have you taken any prescribed medications
in the last five years, other than routine
antibiotics?
Name
Condition Treated
Dosage
Date Began
Date Ended
Add Another Medication
Are you currently receiving or have you ever
received counseling or psychiatric
treatment?
Describe your past and current usage of
illegal drugs or alcohol including type of
substance and frequency of use:
Have you ever received in-patient or outpatient substance abuse treatment:
Do you currently have Health Insurance?
Do you currently have Auto Insurance?
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Not Employed
Current Employer
Position/Title
Hire Date
Annual Salary
Not Employed
Current Employer
Position/Title
Hire Date
Annual Salary
Yes, I/We am aware of the above noted
costs.
Have you ever been charged, arrested
and/or convicted for any offenses,
infractions, violations or crimes in the US or
abroad? (Expunged charges must be
reported.)
Applicant 2
Have you ever been investigated for child
abuse, child neglect, sexual abuse of a child
or domestic violence in the US or abroad
even if such history did not result in an
arrest or conviction?
Applicant 2
Have you ever been investigated for any
alcohol or drug-related abuse, offenses,
infractions, violations or crimes including but
not limited to a DUI, DWI or DUAI in the US
or abroad even if such history did not result
in an arrest or conviction?
Applicant 2
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Please outline your reason(s) for wishing to
participate in the Weekend Miracles
Program.

Is your goal to adopt a child?
Do you have a foster care
license/certification?
Have you completed Child Welfare Training?
Do you have an approved home study?
Have you begun a home study?
Are you in process to complete an
international adoption?
Have you ever been denied approval by a
child placement agency?
9-11 Years Old
12-14 Years Old
15-17 Years Old
No Age Preference
Preferred Sibling Status
Are you open to hosting a child with a
documented special or medical need?
Are you open to hosting a child who is HIV
positive?
Are you open to hosting a child that
identifies as L.G.B.T.?
Signature:
Date:
Applicant 2 Signature:
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Date:
How did you hear about Kidsave?
Yes, sign me up for the newsletter to stay
updated about Weekend Miracles.
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Weekend Miracles Program
Host Family Agreement
Dear Host Family:
Thank you for your interest in becoming a host family
for the Kidsave Los Angeles Weekend Miracles
program. As a host family, you will serve as a
responsible parent(s) for the Kidsave's Weekend
Miracles child during weekend and school holiday
visits, while providing encouragement, support,
advocacy, transportation, and opportunities to
participate in planned program activities. As a host
family you will also invite the child to spend
designated weekends and school holidays in your
home, and maintain the child's routine (e.g.,
homework, extra-curricular activities).

We understand that there are many steps to
complete before hosting a child. This is because each
child is a dependent of the court, and the State of
California requires that specific standards be met for
a child to stay in a host family's home. Please do not
feel overwhelmed. Kidsave will help you through this
process! Please review it carefully before submitting.
If you have any questions regarding the content,
please direct your questions to Lauren ReicherGordon (310) 642-7201 or lauren@kidsave.org.
HOST FAMILY’S ROLE
Financial Responsibilities You will be responsible for:

Kidsave Weekend Miracles mission is to give every
child in our community the opportunity to grow up in
a permanent, loving family or develop a long term,
stable adult mentoring relationship. Weekend
Miracles provides children with a unique opportunity
to spend time with a local host family who will
advocate for and introduce the child to their network
of people to assist in finding a permanent, adoptive
home or a lasting connection.
The goal of the weekend visits is to find a permanent
home for each child by creating connections between
each child and a family in the community. To outline
what is expected of you as a host family, the following
information lists the host family roles and
responsibilities and those of the Kidsave Los Angeles
Weekend Miracles program.

§ Providing food, snacks, and minor incidentals
during the visits
§ Transportation
§ Cost of outings and activities.
§ Cost of First Aid/CPR Certification
Host families are encouraged to be mindful that
children must transition back into their foster
placements after weekend or extended visits, and
understand that providing lavish gifts may cause
problems. Host families may purchase modest items
for the child, but more extravagant items must be
purchased in collaboration with the Kidsave staff and
child’s caregiver.
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Preparation The role of the Kidsave host family is
extremely important to the program’s success. The
guidelines below will help host families prepare for a
successful hosting experience.
§ Attend Kidsave's Weekend Miracles Orientation
§

Training: Attend 10 hours of Kidsave Weekend
Miracles Host training and a 2-hour Program &
Advocacy training. PLEASE NOTE: Kidsave is not
a Resource Family Agency, so if you would like to
adopt, you must complete Resource Family
Approval (RFA) through the Department of
Children & Family Services (DCFS) or the Foster
Family Agency of your choice. If you are currently
RFA approved, please submit a copy of your
Resource Family Approval certificate, in lieu of the
10-hour Host training.

§ If you want to adopt, contact a Foster Family
Agency or the Los Angeles County Department of
Children & Family Services and Adoptions
Assistance at (800) 697-4444.
§ Meet with a social worker from DCFS to complete
a home assessment. This face-to-face home visit
will address your suitability to host and answer any
individual questions or concerns may you have
about becoming a host parent
§ Complete all recommended readings and
thoroughly read through your Host Family
Handbook and Agreement
§ Ensure that all required documents are current,
signed, and submitted to Kidsave
§ Prepare and educate immediate and extended
family about your host child(ren).
HOST PARENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Host the child a minimum of two weekends or
weekdays per month, for a minimum of
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one year. Ideally, your relationship with the child will
extend beyond one year and even beyond adoption or
emancipation from the foster care system. Becoming a
host is a very serious commitment that you are making
to a child in the Weekend Miracles program.
If you must prematurely terminate your hosting match,
please notify Kidsave staff immediately. We ask that you
try to continue visits with the child until we transition
them to a new host family. The last visit with the child
will be a closure visit between the child and the host,
under the supervision and guidance of the child's
adoption social worker.
Advocate - The most vital responsibility you have as a
host family is your commitment to advocate for your
host child, with the goal of finding a permanent adoptive
family. Los Angeles County Department of Children
and Family Services social workers determine the
appropriateness of potential adoptive families for the
child, but your contacts, knowledge, and assistance are
both valuable and critical to your host child finding a
family. Your role is to help recruit families that have a
genuine interest in adopting the child or helping in
other ways. As you find people who wish to engage
with the program, please direct them to Kidsave staff.
You are required to organize and support activities that
will give your host child opportunities to meet potential
families. Some recruitment activities can include the
following:
§ Include the child in your daily family routine and
activities
§ Picnics
§ Sporting activities
§ Take the child to your place of faith

§ Provide LA Weekend Miracles information to
your place of faith for news bulletins
§ Tell your friends about the child

§ Maintain regular contact with the Kidsave.
§ Familiarize yourself with the medical procedures if
your host child is in need of medical assistance.

§ Social or civic organization newsletters
§ Job newsletter or e-mail link

PAPERWORK RESPONSIBILITIES

§ E-mails to family, friends, coworkers, etc.

§ Compete Host Family Application Packet online.
This packet includes the following documents:

§ Participate in speaking engagements about the
Weekend Miracles program
§ Arrange play dates with friends and relatives
§ Plan volunteer activities for the child (helping
elderly, raking leaves, etc.)
Other Important Responsibilities:
§ Provide a safe, nurturing and stable home
experience for your host child.
§ Attend scheduled Kidsave Weekend Miracles
events. You and your host child will be invited to
attend the larger events. You will also be invited to
a smaller event if there is a prospective adoptive
family who we would like the child to meet. Please
note that not all the children want to continue
attending the events due to shyness, etc., but we
encourage you to try to attend as many as
possible!

§ Authorization for Release and
Reciprocal Exchange of Information
to Kidsave
§ Host Family Agreement
§ Client's Rights
§ Release Form to Use Likeness
§ Confidentiality Agreement
§ Vehicle Agreement
§ Provide current copy of proof of automobile
insurance, car registration, and driver's license.
§ Provide Adult First Aid/CPR Certificate of
Completion.
§ Once you are matched with a child, Weekend
Miracles Host Family Reports must be completed
online within 5 days after the end of each host visit.

§ Transport your host child to activities arranged by
Kidsave Los Angeles. If you cannot provide
transportation, contact another Kidsave host
family to drive the child.
§ Work with the child's foster placement to make
arrangements for visits.
§ Maintain confidentiality about the child's sensitive
information. Confidential information about the
child will be shared with you about the child's
history; you cannot share this information with
others.
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KIDSAVE AND DCFS WEEKEND MIRACLES ROLES
Kidsave:

DCFS:

§ Identify host families and volunteers who have the
potential to be successful in the Weekend Miracles
program.

§ Identify children who have the potential to be
successful in the Weekend Miracles program.

§ Coordinate monthly events for children, host families,
and prospective adoptive parents to ensure
permanency planning and adoption for children
without families in our community.

§ Approve family for hosting (which includes meeting
with the family at their home to complete Host
Family Assessment).

§ Contact host families on a regular basis
§ Introduce children to families who are interested in
either adopting them or helping them find adoptive
families.
§ Recruit, guide, support and motivate community and
volunteers.
§ Provide and/or oversee host families education,
training, preparation and orientation for the Weekend
Miracles program to help prepare host families for the
experience.
§ Provide host families with ideas, tools, and motivation
for recruitment of potential adoptive families.
§ Organize and facilitate Introductory Meetings between
host family, youth and youth’s team.
§ Provide a Host Family Handbook designed to help
prepare host families for the hosting experience.

§ Provide relevant information about the child to the
host family.
§ Provide case management services for the child.
§ Have monthly contact with the child.
§ Prepare the child for hosting experience.
§ Assure that each child participating in the Weekend
Miracles program is open to a connection.
§ Prepare the child for adoption when applicable.
§ Approve families as a Resource Parent.
Kidsave and DCFS:
§ Advocate for children who need families.
§ Provide support and crisis intervention to all
Kidsave children and host families

§ Provide Welcome Orientation meeting for
participating host children.

§ Commit to program improvement in response to
feedback and input from host families and
program participants

§ Build partnerships with civic, social, fraternal, and
faith-based organizations.

§ Publicize the need for adoptive families

§ Provide financial support to the program through
fundraising activities.
§ Host and maintain a website that includes a gallery of
the children who are participating in the Weekend
Miracles program.
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§ Provide Live-Scan and child abuse clearance service.

§ Provide assistance and support to families who
are interested in adoption.

Kidsave Los Angeles children may present with
some of the following behaviors, including, but not
limited to:
§ Learning disabilities
§ Developmental delays
§ Delayed/retarded growth and development
§ History of trauma, loss, physical and/or sexual
abuse, neglect and abandonment
§ Neurological impairments
§ Sensory integration problems
§ Speech and language delays
§ Emotional and behavioral problems
§ Psychiatric history
§ Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) or Fetal Alcohol
Effects (FAE)
§ Nutritional deficits
§ Attachment problems
§ Undetected health concerns
§ Inadequate medical and dental care
Although DCFS identifies and screens children
likely to succeed in the Weekend Miracles
program, it is impossible to predict how they will
transition to a host family setting. These are older
children with life experiences that have affected
them. We cannot guarantee that the weekend
hosting experience will be without complications.
Kidsave Los Angeles Weekend Miracles staff and
The Los Angeles County Department of Children
and Family Services staff will work with host
families and assist them with the hosting
experience.

Weekend Miracles Host Family Agreement
My/our signature acknowledges that I/we have read
and understand the terms of the Host Family
Agreement, and I/we agree to abide by its terms and
conditions. I/we understand that neither Kidsave, its
governmental partners, nor the local volunteers can be
held responsible for any problems my/our host
child(ren) may have or cause. I/we understand that the
information Kidsave has given to me/us about the host
child(ren) is provided by governmental partners, and
Kidsave is not able to determine its accuracy or
sufficiency. I/We agree to cooperate with Kidsave and
its governmental partners to do nothing to stop this or
any other Weekend Miracles host child from meeting
other families during the visit. I/we acknowledge that a
hosting match may be terminated if (1) I/we violate any
terms or conditions of this Host Family Agreement, (2)
if it is directed by a governmental partner, or (3) if it is
determined that it is in the best interests of the child. I/
We further acknowledge that I/we may also ask
Kidsave Weekend Miracles to terminate the hosting
match. My/our signature further constitutes my/our
agreement to hold Kidsave, its governmental partners,
and the volunteers harmless from any claim or cause of
action whatsoever, resulting from the host child(ren)'s
and/or my/our participation in this program, including
but not limited to:
All matters directly or indirectly related in any way to
the host child/children, his/her host visit, his/her health,
psychological, learning or behavioral issues.
Any costs or damages arising from any change of
government policy, additional document requirements
for hosting which were heretofore not a requirement,
war, terrorism, force majeure, acts of God or natural
disasters.
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Weekend Miracles Program
Host Application Checklist

Full Name
Email
Attend the Kidsave Host Orientation Online Live Webinar
Complete the Host Application and sign the Legal Documents
Submit copy of current Driver’s License, Proof of Automobile Insurance, and Vehicle
Registration
Attend Live Scan Appointment at DCFS office
Submit CPR & First Aid Certificate

Host Training: Attend 10-hour Kidsave Host Family Training.
Attend 2-hour Kidsave Program and Advocacy Training
Read the Host Family Handbook
A DCFS social worker will contact you to schedule a home visit and he/she will write an
assessment.
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Weekend Miracles Program
Host Family Assessment Report
Pre-Assessment Questionnaire
1. How did you learn about the Kidsave Program
and why do you want to be a host?
2. Do you have any experience or knowledge about
foster care or adoption, and are you interested
in adopting? Have you completed any additional
training, reading, preparing on your own to
prepare you for this experience? Please list.
3. Discuss any experience you’ve had around
children. Parenting, babysitting, teaching etc.
Have you ever used any discipline and, if so, what
worked for you?

9. What type of activities do you enjoy in your spare
time? Do you have any special interests, hobbies,
expertise, or talents?
10. Describe your typical work and non-work day
routines and rituals.
11. Tell us about the basic house rules, roles and
expectations of your household, i.e., who does
what in terms of chores, cooking, bill paying,
home maintenance, transportation,etc.

4. Who can you count on for support in your life in
general and during this experience?
5. What type of activities do you have in mind for
when a child visits with you?
6. How do you plan to advocate for the child? Do
you have any concerns or worries about this?
7. Describe your neighborhood and community
including a c c es s to schools, community centers,
places of worship, medical facilities, etc.
8. Tell us a little about yourself. Where did you grow
up and what was your childhood like? Siblings?
Schooling? Work? How were you disciplined?
Aspirations or life goals you are working on?
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Weekend Miracles Program
Host Family Assessment

CSW’S HOST FAMILY ASSESSMENT REPORT
Completed by:
Name:
Agency:
Contact info (email):
Telephone #:

APPLICANT INFORMATION
Family’s name:
Address:
Contact number(s):
(phone, e-mail):
Applicant #1 full name
Date of birth:
Marital status:
Religion:
Ethnicity:
Education:
Language(s):
Occupation:
Employer:
Applicant #2 full name
Date of birth:
Marital status:
Religion:
Ethnicity:
Education:
Language(s):
Occupation:
Employer:
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DATES OF HOST FAMILY FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS
Date

Person(s) interviewed

Location

MOTIVATION FOR HOSTING
Indicate how the Host Family heard about the Kidsave program and their stated reasons for
wanting to Host a Foster Child. Indicate if they have attending any events, any feedback from
their participation, have they expressed interest in any particular child.
Indicate whether or not the Host family has any adoption, foster care or kin care experience.
Discuss these experiences, as applicable.
Indicate if they have any interest in Adoption now or in the future.

APPLICANT’S CRIMINAL/CPS RECORDS CHECK
The required criminal records and background checks were completed for each Applicant and any other adults in the
home. Any negative findings will be elaborated on in this section of the report.

(Name)

Discuss full results
DOJ; FBI; CACI; CWS/CMS Search;
DMV printout or any exceptions, if applicable

(Name)

Discuss full results
DOJ; FBI; CACI; CWS/CMS Search;
DMV printout or any exceptions, if applicable

(Name)

Discuss full results
DOJ; FBI; CACI; CWS/CMS Search;
DMV printout or any exceptions, if applicable

MEDICAL REPORTS
TB test results

Medical reports (if applicable)
Address psychotropic medications, medical disabilities, limitations etc.

SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF APPLICANTS
Name

Age

Occupation / School grade

Living situation / Location
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OTHERS RESIDING IN THE HOME
Name

Age

Relationship

Occupation

Current situation

HOME AND COMMUNITY
Type of residence:
Number of bedrooms:
In this Section provide a narrative that includes a discussion of the following factors:
Describe general characteristics of the home. Indicate if everything was in order or if corrections had to
be made.
Describe any pets in the home and how the pet could impact or interact with children.
Describe the present sleeping arrangements and how such would be set up for any overnight visits by a
hosted foster child. Discuss how the family will handle privacy when hosted youth are visiting the home.
Attached completed Physical Environment Checklist.

APPLICANT 1 PROFILE:
In this section, describe how the Applicant presents himself/herself and their physical appearance. Ask the
applicant to briefly tell you about himself/herself, including information such as childhood upbringing,
parents, siblings, school and work. How would they describe himself/herself to another, including
information about their personality, talents, any special interests, hobbies, and expertise the Applicant
possesses? If applicable, include a sentence about how the spouse/partner describes the Applicant. Also
report what the Applicant shared regarding his/her aspirations and goals in life. Be concise and factual so
this information may be used in helping to connect Host with a child.

APPLICANT 2 PROFILE:
In this section, describe how the Applicant presents himself/herself and their physical appearance. Ask the
applicant to briefly tell you about himself/herself, including information such as childhood upbringing,
parents, siblings, school, and work. How would they describe himself/herself to another including
information about their personality, talents, any special interests, hobbies, and expertise the Applicant
possesses? If applicable, include a sentence about how the spouse/partner describes the Applicant. Also
report what the Applicant shared regarding his/her aspirations and goals in life. Be concise and factual so
this information may be used in helping to connect Host with a child.
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FAMILY LIFESTYLE
In this section, provide a narrative that includes a discussion of the following factors:
Describe the Applicant’s typical workday and weekend schedules including recreational and social
activities.
Describe the basic household rules, roles and expectations of family members and how these could
impact a hosted youth.
Discuss the family’s faith, religious affiliations, level of participation and customs. Which holidays does the
family celebrate and how are they spent?
Discuss support systems and extended family connections the family has in place.

HOSTING EXPECTATIONS, ADVOCACY AND ADOPTION
What type of weekend activities does the host family have in mind for when the child visits with them?
Discuss the Applicant’s level of understanding about our children in the foster care system. Is the applicant
open to listening if youth shares personal information? Do they have realistic expectations about hosting?
Are they able to be non-judgmental?
Describe the Applicants’ capacity to work with agency and other professionals involved in the child’s life.
(For example, remain neutral and non-judgmental when youth voice grievances about foster parents,
social workers, court etc. and report concerns to the appropriate party.)
Describe the Applicant’s readiness for providing advocacy on behalf of the child and understanding that
recruitment, either for adoption or permanent connections, will continue for the children they host. Discuss
any limitations they may have and/or any follow-up that might be beneficial to them.
Discuss the Applicants’ understanding of maintaining birth family connections for a child? Would they be
able to support contact with birthparents, siblings, grandparents and other life-long connections based on
the best interest of the child?

PARENTING CONSIDERATIONS
What type of discipline do they describe using and have they ever used physical discipline? Do their
plans on how to use re-direction/discipline with hosted youth seem well thought out and appropriate for
our kids?
Has the Applicant thought out handling medical and/or emergency situations with foster children and
improved their awareness of resources for foster children?
Describe if the family has had any additional foster care and/or adoption preparation, reading and training.
Include any follow-up or additional training, research or reading that was suggested to benefit the
applicants.
If Applicable, how has the Applicant(s) discussed and prepared their own children for this Hosting
relationship?
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HOSTING RECOMMENDATION
Discuss the age range, gender and background of the children or youth that the family indicates
interest in Hosting. Specify any special needs, considerations, behaviors, conditions or issues the
Applicants are uniquely qualified to address along with those which they are not ready, willing or
able to manage or consider.
It is recommended that [Family Name] be approved as a: Day Host family, Host family, or
Weekend Host family.
If not recommending approval, provide a discussion supported by concerns listed earlier.
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Kidsave Host Assessment completed
by:

Supervisor approval by:

Date:

Date:

Physical and Environmental Checklist

Date of visit
Caregiver

Relative

NREFM

Other / Foster care

Address
(Note: One form may be completed for sibling groups in the same home)
Eldest child’s name

SSN

Eldest child’s case #

DOB

Siblings

INSIDE THE HOME
General Safety Standards

Yes

No

N/A

Alternative*

1. Medicines, disinfectants, cleaning solutions, poisons, firearms, and other
dangerous items are stored where inaccessible to children. [§89387.2]
Storage areas of firearms and other dangerous weapons are locked or, in lieu of
2. locked storage, the applicant is utilizing trigger locks or has removed and locked
the firing pin/s separately from the firearm/s. [§89387.2]
2.a. Ammunition is stored and locked separately from firearms. [§89387.2]
3. The home appears to be clean, safe, sanitary, and in good repair. [§89387(b)]
4. Indoor halls, stairs, and ramps are free of obstructions and hazards. [§89373]
5.

When necessary, the home wheelchair accessible both inside and out.
[§89587.1(a)]

6. Home is maintained at a comfortable temperature at all times. [§89387(k)]
7. Lamps and necessary light is provided in all rooms and other areas to ensure
comfort and safety. [§89387(m)]
8. Hot water from faucets is delivered at a safe temperature. [§89387(n)]
9.
10.

The home has telephone service (may be waived if telephone access is
available). [§89373]
Home contains at least one operable toilet, sink tub, or shower maintained in
safe and clean condition. [§89387(i)]
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Solid waste is stored, located and disposed of in a manner that will not permit
11. the transmission of communicable disease or of odors, create a nuisance, or
provide a breeding place or food source for insects or rodents. [§89387(o)]
* Please explain all alternative plans on this form and discuss with SCSW to ensure they meet ASFA regulations.
Fire Safety
12.

Yes

No

N/A

Alternative*

Yes

No

N/A

Alternative*

Home has indoor sprinkling system or functioning smoke detector installed in the
hallways(s) of each sleeping area audible in each bedroom or sleeping room.
[§89387(p)]
12.a.

In case of emergency, there is an evacuation plan that all persons in the
home understand. [§89323]

12.b. There is a working all-purpose fire extinguisher in the home.
13.

Child’s safety is ensured in homes with fireplaces, open forced heaters, and
woodstoves. [§89387(l)]

14.

Each sleeping room has at least one operable window or door that ensures safe,
direct, emergency exit to the outside. If security window bars are used, the
window is considered operable only if equipped with safety release devices.
[§89387(q)]

Bedrooms/ Beds
15.

Adequate bedroom space is provided [§89387(a)]
15.a. No more than 2 children share a bedroom.
15.b. No children of the opposite sex, age 5 or older share a bedroom.
15.c. Each child has an individual bed with clean linens, pillow, blankets,
mattress in good repair. If not, explain in #17 below.
15.d. Each bedroom has sufficient portable or permanent closet and drawer
space for each child.
15.e. Unless the child is an infant, the child does not share a bedroom with an
adult.
15.f. No more than 2 infants and no more than 2 adults share the same
bedroom.
15.g. Each infant has an age-appropriate, safe/sturdy bassinet or crib.
15.h.

No room commonly used for other purposes or as a public or general
passageway to another room is used as a bedroom.

15.i. Easy passage is allowed between beds and room entrance.
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16. Does the child share a bedroom? If yes, list the name, gender and age of the persons
sharing the bedroom.

Name

Gender

Age

17. No bunk bed of more than two tiers is used. [§89387(j)]
17.a. Upper tier of bunk bed has bed rail.
17.b. No child under age 5 or who is unable to climb into or out of the upper
tier unassisted is permitted to use the upper tier.

OUTSIDE THE HOME
Yes
18.

Yard or outdoor activity space is provided free from hazards to life and health.
[§89387.1]

19.

Outdoor halls, stairs, ramps and porches are free of obstructions and hazards
[§89387(c)]

20.

Does the property have a swimming pool, spa, fish pond or any other body of
water? If "No", go to 21. If "Yes", answer a) through c), below.

No

N/A

Alternative*

20.a. If there is the spa, it locked when not in use. [§89387(d)]
The swimming pool, fishpond, or any other body of water, not including a
20.b. spa, is covered with a manual or electric Safety Pool Cover that meets
American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) standards. [§89387(d)]
If not, the pool, fish pond or any other body of water, not including a
spa, is completely surrounded by a fence that is at least 5 feet tall
(i). with a self-closing and self-latching gate that opens away from the
water with no more than 2” clearance at the bottom and gaps no
more than 4” wide.
(ii).

If not, there are exit alarms on those windows and doors providing
direct access to the pool or other body of water.

There is at least one adult who has the ability to swim and who will
provide supervision at all times when the child(ren) are using the pool or
20.c. body of water from which rescue would require the rescuer’s ability to
swim. [§89387(d)]
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TRANSPORTATION
21.

Yes

No

N/A

Alternative*

Yes

No

N/A

Alternative*

The caregiver has a vehicle that is in safe operating condition and the driver
complies with all applicable laws. [§89374]
22.a. If not, the caregiver has access to a vehicle or transportation.

22.

There is a car seat that meets federal standards available for each child under
age 6 or under 60 pounds.

OTHER
23.

There is at least one person in the home who has taken and passed a class in
First Aid. [§89405 (a)] and [§89475 (b)]

24.

There is at least one person in the home who has taken and passed a class in
CPR. [§89405 (a)] and [§89475 (b)]

25. Does the family have pets that present a health and safety risk to the child(ren)?
If yes, please explain below.

COMPLETED BY:

REVIEWED BY:

CSW Signature

SCSW Signature

Caregiver Signature (to verify the accuracy of the information)
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Agency Partnership Agreement
This is an agreement between Kidsave International and
, an accredited foster care
agency/licensed placement agency, hereafter referred to as
agrees to provide the
following services in partnership with the Kidsave Weekend Miracles program.
Weekend Miracles Host Family Approval:
In order to be approved to host a child in the Weekend Miracles program, host families must complete a
thorough application, training, and approval process. The components to be facilitated by
consist of the following:
Host Family Application/Approval Process:
o Live Scan/Background Clearances (DOJ, FBI and CACI) for all household members
ages 18+
o Home Visit and Home Assessment completed by a social worker
o Approval of family to host by supervisor
Matching:
o
o
o

Participate in post event calls to discuss prospective matches for youth and families
Review of assessments for possible match of youth with host
Discuss youth’s strengths and challenges with host family

Social Work Support:
also agrees to provide social work support to host families for a duration of up to 6 months after
the host is matched with a youth in the Weekend Miracles program. Social work support includes:
o
o
o

Availability for crisis intervention, trouble shooting and problem solving.
Monthly check-ins with the family via phone or in-person during hosting.
Review of the online weekend reports submitted by host families; provide support as needed

Placement Services:
Should a host family express the desire to move forward as a foster or adoptive parent to a Weekend
Miracles youth,
agrees to provide the necessary placement services to the family, including but
not limited to providing foster family training and certification services, facilitation of the adoption home
study, and support services once the child is placed in the home.
Fundraising:
Both
and Kidsave agree to invest time and resources towards grant writing and other
fundraising efforts to secure the additional funds needed to sustain the partnership.
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Protocols:
1) Location of families:
o

They can live anywhere in LA County to be approved for Hosting, If a prospective host wants
to become licensed to fost/adopt they must reside where
service areas (list service
areas).

2) Live scan process:
•
•

Program Manager with the host family application packet, including
Kidsave provides
training certificates and driving documents.
Once materials above are submitted Kidsave sends
live scan form with billing number
to the prospective host and link to live scan locations in Los Angeles.
o Live scan can be completed at any UPS, FED EX, Police Department or location offering
live scan services.
o The prospective host is responsible for checking the live scan locations operating hours.
o
pays for the cost of the live scan. Prospective hosts pay a small fee to use the
machine for the scan. The price ranges from $15-$25.
o Live scan results are submitted directly to
.
o Upon receipt of cleared live scan, the
social worker will call the prospective host
within 24 hours to set up a home visit.

3) Home Visit Assessment:
•

In order for
to meet with a prospective host to complete a home visit assessment,
Kidsave must first provide
with at minimum the documents below:
Host application
Training certificates
Driving documents
Receipt of live scan clearances
social worker will meet with the prospective host within a week of receiving
required documents.
§ Social worker and prospective host will work together to arrange a meeting as
quickly as possible based on availability.
§
will inform Kidsave Program Manager when home visit has been
scheduled.
§
will complete the home visit assessment within one week of meeting with
prospective host.
will provide the signed and approved host assessment to Kidsave upon receipt of the
prospective hosts First Aid/CPR Certification (if not already submitted).
o
o
o
o
o

•
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Please list agency contact person(s) who will be working on the Weekend Miracles program:
Contact Person:
Phone Number:
Email:

Title:

Contact Person:
Phone Number:
Email:

Title:

This agreement is effective as of
,
, 2020, and will remain effective until terminated in
writing, on thirty-day notice, by either party, or until funds are exhausted.

Signature of Partner Agency Representative

Date

Signature of Kidsave Representative

Date

Any requests for changes or alterations to this agreement should be directed to Lauren
Reicher-Gordon, VP/Director of Family Visit Programs. Lauren’s contact information is as
follows:
Lauren Reicher-Gordon
(310) 642-7283 / Lauren@kidsave.org
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Module 6:
Events
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Events
Events are a key component of the Weekend Miracles
program. The purpose of the monthly weekend
advocacy events is to provide youth with the opportunity
to meet and engage with prospective hosts and adoptive
families. Events are held at least once per month and are
designed to spark connections and to find each child an
adoptive and/or host family. Events allow members of the
community to meet and get to know the kids without
the pressure of a traditional adoption recruitment event.
Events fall into two categories, open and strategic.
An open event is one in which all youth, all
prospective hosts, and the community at large are
invited to. They will be much larger than strategic
events and must be structured more carefully to
ensure adults and youth have the opportunity to
meet as many people as possible.

In this section, you will find materials that will help
you plan for and run successful events as you
implement the Weekend Miracles program.
In this section, you will find the following resources:
1. Volunteer Driver Application
2. Event Flyer - Open
3. Event Flyer - Strategic
4. Youth Participation Form
5. Adult Participation Form
6. Post Event Spreadsheet
The additional documents below for Module 6 can
be downloaded on Kidsave’s learning center:
§ Volunteer Application
§ Event Flyer - Strategic
§ Advocacy Event Best Practice

A strategic event is one that is invitation only. Youth
and adults are invited who have already connected at a
prior event and who have both expressed an interest in
getting to know each other better. These events do not
need to be quite as structured as the youth and adults
know that they will be sticking together for the duration
of the event. Though less structured strategic event still
need to be interactive. These events are also smaller and
do not require as much space. If at all possible the adult
who will be spending time with a particular youth should
the one transporting that youth to these events.
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§ Sample Strategic Event
§ Sample Open Event

Volunteer Driver Application
Full Name
Phone
Email
Address
City
State
Zip Code
How would you prefer to be
contacted?
How did you hear about
Kidsave?
You are currently:
Most Recent Employer
Work Phone
Business Address
City
State
Zip Code
Highest Educational Level
Achieved
Degree/Major

Describe Work Experience:
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May we contact you at work?
Are you currently attending
school?
Are you bilingual?

What attracted you to Kidsave?
Is there a particular aspect of
our work that motivated you to
volunteer with us?

What would you like to gain from
this volunteer experience?

Do you have a current driver’s
license?
State
Driver’s License Number
Exp. Date
Do you have a California State
Registered car?
License Plate Number
Renewal Month
Full Name
Address
City
State
Zip Code
Phone
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Email
Relationship
Have you ever been
investigated, charged, arrested,
and/or convicted for any
offenses, violations or crimes
regardless of the outcome in the
state or abroad?
Have you ever been
investigated, charged, arrested,
and/or been the subject of a
finding of child abuse, neglect,
sexual abuse of a child or
domestic violence regardless of
the outcome in the state or
abroad?
Have you ever been
investigated, charged, arrested
and/or been found guilty of any
alcohol or drug-related offences,
infractions, violations or crimes
including but not limited to DUI,
DWI, DUAI regardless of
outcome in the state or abroad?
Signature
Date
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KIDSAVE INVITES YOU TO OUR ANNUAL

FALL FESTIVAL
Saturday, October 12, 2019
11:30 AM - 2:30 PM
Corpus Christi Parish Hall
890 Toyopa Dr.
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
Meet amazing youth who need families like:

Jack , Age 16

Celia , Age 15

Ty, Age 17

Please join Kidsave Weekend Miracles for a day of
great family fun, games, and crafts while making
connections with foster youth!
Lunch will be provided.
TO RSVP CLICK HERE

*Orientation for new families starts promptly at 10: 45 am.*
For more information please contact Lauren by emailing
Lauren@kidsave.org or calling 310-642-7201.
KIDSAVE
100 CORPORATE POINTE, SUITE 380
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
KIDSAVE IS A 501(c)(3)
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION.
FED TAX ID 91-1887623 www.kidsave.org
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Thank you to
our sponsor

KIDSAVE INVITES YOU TO AN AFTERNOON OF

BOWLING!
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26, 2019
11:30 AM - 2:30 PM
Lunch will be provided!
LOCATION: XLANES
333 S. Alameda St #300
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Join Kidsave Weekend Miracles for an
afternoon of bowling! Come ready to have
fun while making connections with older
foster youth, ages 9-17! This is a strategic
event to build on connections made a.

TO RSVP CLICK HERE
QUESTIONS?
P L E A S E C O N TA C T
L A U R E N @ K I D S AV E . O R G
OR (310) 642-7283

KIDSAVE
100 CORPORATE POINTE,
SUITE 380, CULVER CITY, CA 90230
KIDSAVE IS A 501(c)(3)
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION.
FED TAX ID 91-1887623 www.kidsave.org

Thank you to
our sponsor
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Weekend Miracles Program
Youth Participation Form
Thank you for coming! We hope you had a great time. We would love to get your feedback about today’s activities
so, before you leave, please answer the questions and return this form to a Kidsave staff member.
Kidsave Youth Participation Form
Thanks so much for coming! We hope you had a great time. We would love to get your feedback about today’s
activities so, before you leave, please answer the questions below and return this form to a Kidsave staff
member.
Your Name: _________________________________

Today’s date: _____________________

1) What did you most enjoy about the event today?

2) Which adults (not including Kidsave staff) did you spend time with today that you would like to see again?

3) What is your favorite hobby, food, or TV Show?

4) Circle what future activities you would like to participate in:
Sports

Painting

Cooking

Photography

Museum

Scavenger Hunt

5) Do you have a cell phone we can reach you at? Please circle: Yes or No
If yes, do you give Kidsave staff permission to contact you? Please provide your cell number here:
________________________________
PHOTO WAIVER:
I, ____________________________, give permission to Kidsave to post pictures of me from today’s event on
media such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Kidsave’s website.

Signature: ____________________________________ Date: __________________
THANK YOU!
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Weekend Miracles Program
Adult Participation Form
Thank you for coming! Please complete and return this form to a Kidsave staff member at
the end of the day’s activity. Please fill it out during a quiet moment separate from the kids.
Event:

Date:

Your Name (s)
Phone #

Email:

Please put a checkmark if you have completed any of the following:
Kidsave Orientation Meeting
Live Scan
Kidsave Application Packet
CPR/First Aid Certification & TB test

12-hour Host Training
2-hour Program & Advocacy Training
Visit to your home by DCFS Social Worker
____ RFA Approved/in process

I am interested in spending more time with the following Kidsave children:

Child’s Name

Please share your impressions
about the child

Please check the box: Do
you have Interest in:
Adopting
Hosting

1. Are you interested in learning more about a child who did not attend the event? If so, what is the child’s name?

2. Please share with us any suggestions to improve future Kidsave Advocacy events:

3. How did you hear about Kidsave?
4. Are you on our email list? (Yes / No) If “no,” do we have your permission to add you? (Yes / No)
5. I am available via text; my cell phone number is:
6. I would like to volunteer by: event planning (Yes / No)
driving youth to events (Yes / No) introducing
Kidsave to my faith-based community or civic organization (Yes / No)
Photo Release: __________________________________, give permission to Kidsave to post my/our pictures from
today’s event on media such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Kidsave’s website, and on printed materials.
Signature: ________________________________________ Date: __________________
We will follow up with you next week regarding your interest!
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Post Event Spreadsheet

NAME
Alicia

KID'S
COMMENTS

POTENTIAL
HOST

APPLICANT
NEEDS

ADULT'S COMMENTS

ADOPTION
POTENTIAL

Chris

NOTES
Liked bowling and the
adults

Tim

Alton

Anthony
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Cornelia

Cornelia

New: only
attended

Shy, sweet, kind

Host only

Loetta

Loetta

CPR & First Aid,
home visit

well mannered, quiet, smart,
proactive, artistic

Host only

Vicky

Live scan results
(waiting on
CACI), Host
training

Quiet

? Adopt and
host

Cori

New: only
attended

Shy but warm, friendly

Host only

Rakdy

Live scan &
home visit

Quiet and reserved but
listened for suggestions and
tried new things

Host only

Drove Alicia to the event

Andy & Trish

Interested in Celia

Greg

Matched with sib set of
three

Isaac &
Kahmila

Lauren asked Anthony to
help new youth feel
comfortable at the event
- Ambassador according to Ernie (host)
Anthony does want to be
adopted

Avianna

Celia

Maraget

Host only

Current host to Avianna
3/10 -- not in a match
anymore

Debbie

Adopting Jennifer

Angie & Edwin

Hosting Davonn
Isaac &
Kamilah

New: orientation
& application
completed

I think she could benefit a lot
from mentorship - I see her at
a crucial point and would love
to pour into and be a part of
her life

Host only

Trish & Andy

Trish & Andy

Jacqueline just
visited home for
home
assessment waiting for write
up and approval

Friendly, sweet, initially
reserved, strong connection!

Adoption/Host
- just starting
home study
process with
Children's
Bureau

Isaac

Isaac &
Kamilah

New: orientation
& application
completed

Athletic, empathetic,
compassionate young woman

Host only

Loetta

CPR & First Aid,
home visit

Sweet, quiet - did not talk to
her too long but seemed
interesting

Host only

Celia: Liked everything
about the event

Sari
Kristiana
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Module 7:
Hosting, Matching
and Support
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Hosting, Matching
and Support
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In this module we will review the role of the host
as well as the steps to matching youth with a host,
including the Introductory Meeting. We will also
provide resources that help support host families,
including host visit reports and procedures for ending
a hosting relationship and exiting a youth from the
program.

In this section, you will find the following resources:
1. Introductory Meeting Packet
2. Host Family Report
3. Introductory Meeting Role Play

Hosts are integral to the Weekend Miracles program.
They are volunteers who visit the youth they are hosting
at least twice a month for a minimum of one year. Hosts
get to know the youth over time including their likes,
dislikes and needs so that they can better advocate on
their behalf. Hosts are a positive role model for the
youth. They help them celebrate their successes and
address their challenges. Hosts introduce the youth to
their networks in order to advocate to help the youth
find a permanent family and build their access to
resources. Hosts work with the CP staff to develop
an advocacy plan for permanency for their youth using
Advocacy Plan documents and resources.
Hosts transport youth to advocacy events and help
them interact with prospective adoptive families.
Hosts facilitate visits with people they know or with
other identified Kidsave families who may be
interested in adoption in consultation with
CP Program Manager. Finally, hosts work with the
youth to build confidence, self-esteem, and
emotional security.

§ Commitment Agreement Packet
§ Host Connection Agreement

The additional documents below for Module 7 can
be downloaded on Kidsave’s learning center:

Weekend Miracles Program
Introductory Meeting
Meeting Participants:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Youth
Host
Foster Parent, Group Home or Residential Staff
Youth’s Adoption Social Worker
Optional: Youth’s primary social worker and other
members of the youth’s team
6. Facilitator: Kidsave staff
Meeting Agenda
Welcome everyone to the meeting. All attendees should
introduce themselves and explain what role they play in
the youth’s life. All meeting participants should review
contact information on page 4 to ensure its accuracy, and
share any changes with everyone at the meeting. If the
youth lives in a group home or a residential center, the
home/center should be sure to share the after-hours
telephone number.
The Meeting Facilitator explains that the date
of this Introductory Meeting is the start of the Weekend
Miracles Host’s one-year commitment to the youth.
The facilitator introduces the Host as a new member of
the youth’s team. Facilitator informs all attendees that
the Host’s roles and responsibilities will be reviewed
along with all other attendees’ roles and responsibilities.
Meeting Facilitator ensures that all parties understand the
definition of a Kidsave Weekend Miracles Host. A Host
is a mentor and an advocate. A Host is not a potential
foster parent or adoptive family. It is very important
that the youth clearly understands the difference.
If the youth wants to be adopted, the Host can help the
youth meet families. If the youth does not want to be
adopted, the Host will solely be a mentor who is there

§ to help the youth make connections. Hopefully, over
time, the Host will help the youth realize the benefits
of a permanent family.
§ (Discuss only if applicable.) If the youth wants to be
adopted, during the meeting he/she may be asked
about how he/she envisions his/her future
family. What types of families would he/she be
interested in meeting and getting to know better?
Is he/she open to single parent households, same sex
couples, families with other children, etc.?
§ The Host becomes a part of the child’s team
and can be part of Child Family Teamings (CFT).
(Be sure to explain the mean of the term CFT to
everyone present.) This is a great way for host families
to get to know who is working with the youth and
what roles they play. Include the host family in any
other team meetings so they can be an additional
support for the youth.
§ The Host will commit to spending at least two days
a month with the youth for a period of one year.
If they would like to visit more often, they
should increase the time slowly.
§ Only Hosts who are Resource Family Approved
(RFA approved) are approved for overnight visits.
If the Host is approved for overnight visits, the youth
can spend at least two weekends a month with
the Host. However, all hosts should start out with
day visits until the youth and host are ready for
overnights. Hosts must discuss with the social
worker the appropriate time to start overnight visits,
and obtain approval from her/him for these visits.
All visits must be approved ahead of time.
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§ If the host is not approved for overnight visits
(i.e., they are not RFA approved), the caregiver can
permit overnight visits under the Prudent Parent
Law. Hosts should discuss the possibility of overnight
visits with the youth’s social worker, and make sure
the social worker agrees to this arrangement ahead of
time.
§ Discuss what the youth can expect from the Host and
the type of activities they can do together (e.g.,
cooking, homework, pursue hobbies/interests). Ask
the youth what he/she is looking forward to doing
with his/her host family. Is there anything in particular
that the youth would like the host family to help them
with (examples: math homework, creating a job
resume, exploring an interest in acting, etc.)? Also ask
the Host what he/she is looking forward to doing
with the youth.
§ Encourage the Host and youth to create a photo
album/memory book. Host and youth can share one
album, or create two albums so one is kept at the
youth’s placement and the other at the Host’s home.
Kidsave will take their first photo together at the
conclusion of the Introductory Meeting.
§ Discuss safety issues including: 1) Host will not smoke
cigarettes or use drugs or consume alcohol in the
presence of the youth, 2) Host will never leave the
youth alone or with any other adults during their
visits, and 3) Host and youth will wear seat belts when
in an automobile.
§ Outline communication and visitation schedule and
confirm that the Host will work with caregiver to
arrange: pick up/drop off times, how to arrange for
visits, how much notice needs to be given and
frequency of visits, and best days to visit.
§ Discuss what the youth can expect from the
Host and the type of activities they can do
together (e.g., cooking, homework, pursue
hobbies/ interests). Ask the youth what he/she
is looking forward to doing with his/her host
family. Is there anything in particular that the
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youth would like the host family to help them with
(examples: math homework, creating a job resume,
exploring an interest in acting, etc.)? Also ask the
Host what he/she is looking forward to doing with
the youth.
§ Encourage the Host and youth to create a
photo album/memory book. Host and youth can
share one album, or create two albums so one
is kept at the youth’s placement and the other
at the Host’s home. Kidsave will take their first
photo together at the conclusion of the
Introductory Meeting.
§ Discuss safety issues including: 1) Host will not
smoke cigarettes or use drugs or consume
alcohol in the presence of the youth, 2) Host
will never leave the youth alone or with any
other adults during their visits, and 3) Host and
youth will wear seat belts when in an
automobile.
§ Outline communication and visitation schedule
and confirm that the Host will work with
caregiver to arrange: pick up/drop off times,
how to arrange for visits, how much notice
needs to be given and frequency of visits, and
best days to visit.
§ Discuss typical good & bad days for visits.
For example, does the youth usually have visits
with relatives on the first Saturday of every
month, so those days are not good for visits
with the Host? Or, does the Host work on
Saturdays, so visits will usually be restricted to
Sundays?
§ What is the best way for visits to be arranged?
For example, would the caregiver prefer to email, text, or talk with the host? Is the
caregiver okay with the host arranging for visits
directly with the youth? Would the caregiver
prefer that visits are arranged a specific number
of days in advance of the visit?

§ Does the youth have a curfew? Is it possible to
receive permission for special late-night events?
§ It is important to point out that visits cannot
be taken away from the youth as a form of
discipline. These visits are a part of the youth’s
court-ordered plan for permanency. The one
exception to this rule is that the caregiver will
cancel the visit if the youth is at risk of harming
him/herself or others.
§ If the youth has misbehaved and a visit has been
planned, the host and caregiver should be
encouraged to work together. For example, if
a fun outing was planned for that upcoming
weekend to go out to dinner and a movie, the
host could suggest doing something simple such
as cooking dinner at home and working on
homework together.
§ Explain that the youth will continue to be
invited to attend some, but not all of the
Kidsave events. The youth will most likely only
be invited to attend the big events and will be
invited and transported by the host. If the host
is unable to attend the event and the youth
wants to attend, the host is responsible for
finding another host family to drive the youth.
It is very important that the youth continue to
attend as many events as possible with their
host family.

§ Review emergency protocol:
§ If there is a medical emergency or when a child
is in immediate danger, first call 911. Then call
the child’s caregiver. Then call Kidsave:
1-310-642-7201.
§ If a child reports child abuse in the home they
are in, first call the Los Angeles County Child
Protection 24-hour hotline: 1-800-540- 4000.
Then call the child’s CSW. Then call Kidsave:
1-310-642- 7201. If child reports past abuse,
first report to the child’s CSW. Then
call Kidsave: 1-310-642-7201.
§ Let everyone know that for a period of one
year, the Host will be required to submit
reports after each visit with the youth. Stress
the importance of these reports to the host
family. These reports are sent to Kidsave
program staff and forwarded onto DCFS
Supervisor, the youth’s adoption worker,
MCU worker, and primary social worker.
§ Have everyone present sign the appropriate
Host Connection Agreement (see Learning
Center).

§ Discuss any youth-specific information, such as
allergies, medications, curfew policies and
exceptions, and any other physical,
developmental, or mental challenges. Are
there any medications that the youth takes at a
specific time that the host needs to be made
aware of?
§ Discuss who the host should contact if issues
or emergencies arise during the visit. The
youth should bring their Medical card with
them during visits, or alternatively, the
caregiver can provide the host with a copy
of the Medical card.
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Introductory Meeting Information Sheet
Youth’s name:
Youth’s birthday:
Date hosting began:
Phone numbers:
Foster parent/caregiver:
Youth:
Host:
Youth’s social worker(s):
Other parties involved:

Child’s medications and their uses:
Allergies?
Can Tylenol/Advil, over-the-counter medication be administered by host?
Who to call in case of an emergency:
§ First call 911.
§ Report accidents to Los Angeles County Child Protection 24 hour hotline:
1-800-540-4000.
§ Call foster parent/group home.
§ Call Kidsave: 1-310-642-7201.
Medical card?
Possible activities for host and youth (e.g., homework, sports, reading):
106

What days and times are good and/or challenging for a host/youth visit:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Arranging visits is best by:
Email
Phone
Text
How much notice should be given:
What time is best to have the youth back home?
Weekdays:
Weekends:
Other important information:
Please remember to submit yourweekend reports:
www.kidsave.org/weekend-miracles-host-family-report/
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Weekend Miracles Program
Host Family Report
Full name
Email
Phone
Child's full name
Date of visit
Hours of visit
1. What did you and your host
child do together?

2. How do you think the visit
went?

3. How did your host child
respond? Did they participate
and engage with you?
4. Did you learn anything new or
special about your host child
during this visit?
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5. How did your host child
respond to your family
members? Were there any
difficulties?
6. Do you have any concerns
regarding your host child's
behavior and attitude during
the visit?
7. Do you have any un-met
needs for support? Are there
any concerns you would like
to discuss with the social
worker?
8. Please provide best time to
reach you and preferred
method of contact.

9. Are you involved in any
planned interventions or
activities on behalf of your
host child, such as a behavior
plan or IEP? What was the
outcome this week?
10. What advocacy efforts have
you engaged in this week?

11. Is there someone you would
like Kidsave staff to contact
on your host child's behalf? If
so, please provide name(s)
and contact information.
12. What is the date of your next
planned meeting?
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Weekend Miracles Program
Introductory Meeting
Role Play 1
Roles:
Youth: Celia
Foster Parent: Mariot
Host Family: Trish and Andy
Adoption Social Worker: Claudia
Facilitator: Lauren
Facilitator says:
Hi everyone. I am Lauren and I am the Program Manager for Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles program.
I am so glad that we are all here today to officially match Celia with Andy and Trish for hosting!
Thank you Mariot for opening up your home for this meeting. Today we are going to review the roles
and responsibilities of a host and be sure that this hosting relationship works for everyone involved as
we all support Celia. I have provided each of you with a folder that includes information about the
program. Inside the packet you will also find a document with contact information for everyone here
and for others on Celia’s team who are not here today.
Can you take a look at the document and make sure that all of the information is correct?
This is a very exciting day – I know that Celia and Trish and Andy have been seeing each other at
Kidsave events and have been enjoying their time together for several months now. I know that you
have already met Mariot since you have been driving Celia to events. Let’s get started by having
everyone in the room introduce themselves and share what role they play in Celia’s life. Who wants to
start?
(Everyone introduces themselves.)
I am Celia
I am Mariot, Celia’s foster parent
I am Andy, I am Trish. We are Celia’s host family
I am Claudia, Celia’s Adoption Social Worker
I am Lauren, the Weekend Miracles Program Manager
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Facilitator:
Celia, I hate to put you on the spot but I want to start with you. Can you tell me what hosting
means to you? What do you think it means to have a host?
Celia:
Hmmm…. (head down). I think a host is someone who helps you? A host is someone who takes you to
Kidsave events? (looks up) I am not really sure.
Facilitator says:
Do you remember when you first came to a Kidsave event, we went over a booklet together. It was a
while ago so you many not remember. I have included the orientation booklet in the folder I gave you
so you can go through it later. Basically, a Host is a mentor and an advocate…for you! Do you know
what a mentor is and what an advocate is?
Celia:
Kind of…
Facilitator:
A host is a volunteer - someone who wants to spend time with you because they think you are special
– a host does not get paid. A host is not a potential foster parent or adoptive family. A host is
someone who wants to celebrate your successes and help you navigate any challenges that you might
have. A host is also someone who will be an advocate for you…that means that they will help you
meet new people who can support you and introduce you to new opportunities. And your host will be
a part of your team.
Host families have a lot of paper work to do and requirements to complete to become a host. They
have to go to trainings and have clearances done …and a lot more. A host commits a lot of their time
to be able to be your host.
When you are in a hosting match it means that you can see Trish and Andy outside of Kidsave events!
They will work with Mariot to set the dates for visits.
Foster Parent:
(Rolls eyes, acts bothered) How often does the host spend time with the child? How are visits
arranged? What do I have to do?
Facilitator:
The host family commits to spending a minimum of two days a month with Celia for one year. They can
see her more than twice a month if their schedules allow but they commit to see her at least twice.
Andy and Trish will make visit arrangements directly with you, Mariot. How would you like them to
contact you…home phone, cell phone? Do you text message?
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Foster Parent:
I would prefer that they call me on my cell. That is the best way to reach me. If they don’t get me they
can text me. I will call them back if I miss their call. Do I have to bring her anywhere?
Facilitator:
Trish and Andy will always pick Celia up at your home and bring her back after the visit.
Host Family:
Does Celia have any set activities during the weekdays/weekends that we need to work around?
We might be able to see her during the week and don’t want to interrupt her schedule. We will mostly
visit with Celia on the weekends. Does she go to church with you or play any sports? How far in
advance would you like us to let you know when we would like to spend time with Celia? Do you think
we could set up dates before we leave today?
Foster Parent:
(With a tone of annoyance) Celia has therapy on Tuesday, tutoring on Wednesday and she meets
with the social worker and wrap team on Thursdays. So, I don’t think seeing her during the week will
be possible. No, she doesn’t like to go to church. We keep telling her it would be good for her to
come with us but she has no interest. That doesn’t make us very happy.
Knowing a couple of weeks in advance would be good.
Host Family:
Ok…we will work around her schedule. We would like to set up a time during the week when we can
talk to her. Would it be possible to set up a time each week that we can plan to speak with her?
Foster Parent:
(Sighs) I have a lot going on during the week with all the kids in my care and I have a lot to do for
myself and my family. Celia, what time are you done with homework…. I don’t want it to interfere
with dinner. So…maybe 8:00pm on Thursdays?
Host Family: OK. Thursday’s at 8:00pm will be great. Thank you for working with us.
Facilitator:
Let’s talk about overnight visits.
Foster Parent:
(Strong tone). Is she allowed to have overnights with them?
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Facilitator:
Trish and Andy are not yet certified or licensed so Celia cannot spend the entire weekend with them in
their home. However, after they spend time together and you get to know them you can give
permission for Celia to have an overnight (24-hour stay) using the Prudent Parent Law. We encourage
all hosts to start out with day visits until everyone is ready for overnights. Celia, we don’t want to rush
you into having overnights…we want you to be ready. We also need to be sure that Claudia feels
overnights can begin.
Foster Parent:
(Quizzically) Wait…what’s this law?
Social Worker:
The Prudent Parent Law allows you as the foster parent to give permission for your foster child to
spend time at another person’s home including overnights.
Social Worker:
What other ways will Trish and Andy as a host support Celia?
Facilitator:
Many of our host families attend Child and Family Team meetings and can attend Wrap Around
meetings if you feel that it would be helpful. Some have taken on educational rights. Who has
educational rights for Celia?
Social Worker:
I am not sure. Celia, do you know?
Celia:
(Shrugs her shoulders.) No. No one ever comes to school and talks to my teachers? Well,
Mariot comes when I get in trouble.
Social Worker:
As you get to know Celia and if you think that you might want to get involved in her schooling,
we can look into that and talk with Mariot about how you can support her with her academics.
Facilitator:
Trisha and Andy, what are some of the things that you would like to do with Celia when you are
together?
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Host family:
We are excited to bring her to our home and show her the room that will be hers when she comes
over. We can’t wait until she meets our dog, Pinkie. We know Pinkie is going to love her. We thought
we could cook dinner together and watch a movie. Celia has shared with us that she likes to read…so
do we. So, we thought we would go to the library and check out some books together. We all like
science fiction so we thought we could all read the same book together. We also thought we would
take her to the Natural History Museum because Celia told us that they are studying dinosaurs and she
has never been to the museum. Those are just a few things. I think as we spend time together we can
decide together too what we want to do.
We plan to keep things simple and easy. Celia, have you thought about things that you would like to
do with us?
Celia:
(Looking down) Well, I don’t really know how to cook.
Host family:
(With enthusiasm) We will teach you!
Celia:
All the things you said sound good. I have never been to Disneyland. Can we go?
Host family:
Why don’t we put it on our list of things to do together.
Facilitator:
It is important that everyone remembers that this hosting relationship is about getting to know each
other and building a relationship. It’s not about buying things and always going to cool places.
Foster Parent:
When you take her out, how long will you take her for?
Host family:
We would like to have her with us for the whole day and into the evening if that is ok. It is really up to
Celia and how much time she wants to spend with us. What would be best for you? What time would
you like us to pick her up and bring her back?
Foster Parent:
(With authority) She likes to sleep in…sometimes I have a hard time getting her up for school so I don’t
know how early she can be ready. Celia, what do you think?
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Celia:
(Happy voice) I can be ready at 9:00am!
Foster Parent:
(Very excitedly) Does this mean that I have the whole day off and night too? Oh, and on the
weekends she goes to bed at 10:00 so she should be home by 9:00pm.
If Celia gets in trouble at school I can take away visits with her host family, right?
Facilitator:
No, visits cannot be taken away from the kids as a form of discipline. These visits are a part of Celia’s
court-ordered plan for permanency. If Celia has misbehaved and a visit has been planned, Trish and
Andy will work with you Mariot on a plan. For example, if a fun outing was planned for that upcoming
weekend to go out to dinner and a movie, Trish and Andy could suggest doing something simple such
as cooking dinner at their home and working on homework together. The one exception to this rule
for you to cancel the visit is if the child is at risk of harming herself or others.
Celia:
Can I still go to Kidsave events?
Facilitator:
You will continue to be invited to attend some, but not all of the Kidsave events. Now that you have a
host you will only be invited to attend the big events and will come with Trish and Andy. If they are
unable to attend the event, they will talk with other host families and see if they can bring you. It is very
important that Celia continues to attend as many events as possible with her host family.
Foster Parent:
Celia takes medication in the morning and afternoon. How will that work?
Facilitator:
I was just getting to that…thank you Mariot for bringing that up. You will be responsible for
providing Andy and Trish with her medication. We ask that you provide them with written
instructions on when the medication is to be taken and if they should eat before etc.
Social Worker:
What is the procedure if issues arise or if there is an emergency during the visit?
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Facilitator:
If there is a medical emergency, call 911 as you would do for any emergency. If Celia AWOLs, which
we know you won’t do, you need to call the DCFS Hotline 800-354-4000. We would also like you to
call me after you have the situation under control. If Celia is having any behavior issues that need
immediate attention you should call Mariot and talk with her about how you should manage the
situation. If needed, you may have to take her back to her foster home.
Mariot, please make a copy of Celia’s Medical card and give it to Trish and Andy to have during their
visits.
I also want to cover safety issues that are very important. Trish and Andy, it’s important that you are
aware that while you are with Celia, you cannot smoke cigarettes, use drugs, or consume alcohol in her
presence. Additionally, you can never leave Celia alone or with any other adults during your visit. Lastly,
you and Celia must also use seat belts when in your vehicle.
Host Family:
We absolutely understand these safety concerns and will follow them when we are together. Please don’t
worry.
Social Worker:
I’m very happy to know that you are in agreement regarding these safety guidelines. How do I know
how the visits are going?
Facilitator:
Trish and Andy are responsible for submitting an online report within 5 days after each visit. We will
provide them with the link on the Kidsave website. It is very important that they remember to
complete the report. We send reminders but ask that the families be responsible and complete them.
The reports are sent to our DCFS Program Manager and Celia’s social workers so everyone on her
team knows how the visits are going and so they can address any questions the host family may have.
We encourage our host families and youth to create photo albums of your time together, one for Celia
and one to have at your home. It’s a nice memory keepsake. Before we leave, don’t let me forget to take
your first photo for the album.
I think that covers everything. Celia has a great team of people who care about her and want to
support her. Mariot, Trish and Andy are new members of Celia’s team and will work with you.
Does anyone have any questions?
Why don’t you both pull out your calendars and set aside times to visit while we all are here and
then we can sign the agreement.
Thank you, Mariot, for making it so easy for all of us to get together.
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Weekend Miracles Program
Introductory Meeting
Role Play 2
Roles:
Youth: Michael
Foster Parent: Marsha
Host Family: Breanne
Adoption Social Worker: Jennifer
Facilitator: Lauren

Facilitator says:
Hello everyone. I am Lauren, and I am the Program Manager for Kidsave’s Weekend Miracles
program. I am so glad that we all are here today to officially match Michael with Breanne for hosting!
Thank you Marsha, for opening up your home for this meeting. Today we are going to review the role
and responsibilities of a host as we all work together as a team to support Michael. Each of the folders
I have provided includes information about the program and the contact information for everyone
here, and for others on Michael’s team who could not be here today. Can you please take a moment
to look at the document and make sure all of the information is correct?
This is a very exciting day for Michael and Breanne. Marsha, I know Michael moved into your home only
two weeks ago, and you are just getting to know each other. As you have learned, Breanne has been
driving Michael to Kidsave events and spending time with him at our Kidsave events for several months
now. Let’s gets started by having everyone in the room introduce themselves and share what role they
play in Michael’s life. Who wants to start?
(Everyone introduces themselves.)
I am Michael.
I am Marsha, Michael’s new foster parent.
I am Breanne. I am Michael’s host family.
I am Jennifer, Michael’s Adoption Social Worker.
I am Lauren, the Weekend Miracles Program Manager.
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Facilitator:
Michael, I would like to start with you. Can you tell me what hosting means to you? What do you think
it means to have a host?
Michael:
(Excited) It means we get to do stuff together! I want to work on my soccer skills. Before I moved
here I use to be a goalie. Breanne said we can practice together, so I can be ready for the new school
year!
Facilitator:
That’s right. Part of having a host means you will get to do things together. Do you remember going over
a booklet together when you came to your first Kidsave event? It’s okay if you don’t. I have included a
copy of the booklet in the folder I gave you today, so you can go through it later. It talks about what a
host is, and what it means to have a host. But basically, a host is a mentor and an advocate…just for
you! Do you know what a mentor is and what an advocate is?
Michael:
I know what a mentor is. It’s a person who wants to help me with things. I don’t know what that other
word means though.
Facilitator:
A host is a volunteer who wants to spend time with you because they think you are special – a host
does not get paid. A host is not a potential foster parent or an adoptive family. A host is someone
who wants to celebrate your successes and help you navigate any challenges you might have. A host is
also someone who will advocate for you…that means that they will help you meet new people who can
support you and introduce you to new opportunities. Your host will also be part of your team.
Host families have a lot of requirements to complete before they can become a host. They have lots of
paperwork to fill out, they have to go to trainings and have clearances done…and much more. A host
commits a lot of their time to be able to be your host.
When you are in a hosting match it means that you can see Breanne outside of Kidsave events. Breanne
will commit to see you at least two days a month for one year. She will work with Marsha to set the
dates for visits.
Host Family:
(Enthusiastically) I would really like the opportunity to see Michael more than twice a month. Is that a
possibility? My work schedule is flexible.
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Facilitator:
Yes, you can see Michael more than twice a month, if your schedule allows it and it works for
Marsha and Michael’s schedule. Would that be okay with you, Marsha?
Foster Parent:
(Uneasy) I don’t know…. Michael just moved into my home. He doesn’t really know us yet, and I want to
make sure he feels like he’s part of our family. I don’t want him gone all the time and missing our family
gatherings. How often were you thinking about seeing him?
Host Family:
(Kindly) In addition to seeing him at least twice a month on the weekends, I would also like to see him
every Thursday. With all of his recent moves, Michael told me that he’s struggling in school. I’m a
tutor, and I really think I can help him. I thought I could dedicate a portion of our time together on
Thursdays for tutoring.
Foster Parent:
(Alarmed) That’s way too much! He needs to spend time with my family too.
Facilitator:
(Calmly) Marsha, would you be open to Breanne seeing Michael every other Thursday? We can start
slowly for now. During these Thursday visits, she can help him with his schoolwork. We know that he
has been struggling in school, especially in math, and could use assistance.
Social Worker:
I think this would be beneficial to Michael. His last report card said he was failing four out of six
classes. He could really use the support, Marsha, since he is not going to summer school. Do most
hosts help with academics?
Facilitator:
Our host families support their youth in a variety of ways. They may help them with academics,
life skills, and transitions. Many of our hosts attend Child and Family Team meetings, and also attend
Wrap Around meetings. I am sure that Breanne would participate in the meetings if you feel that it
would be beneficial. Breanne is also here to be a support to you, Marsha.
Social Worker:
Marsha, do you think you can make Thursday’s work?
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Foster Parent:
(Reluctantly) …I guess that would be okay. It will give me time to take one of the other kids to their
appointment. How are visits arranged? Do I need to pick up and drop Michael off somewhere? I don’t
know if I will have time to do that.
Facilitator:
Breanne will always pick Michael up at your home and bring him back after the visit. How would you
like her to contact you…home phone, cell phone, email? Is text message easier? She will always work out
the schedule directly with you.
Foster Parent:
(With attitude): She can call the house phone…there’s usually always someone home to answer. If no
one does answer, then they can call me on my cell phone. I’ll call them back as soon as I can.
I don’t really text, and I hardly ever check my email.
Facilitator:
That’s great, Marsha. Thank you for being so accommodating.
Does Michael have any set activities during the weekdays or weekends that Breanne needs to work
around? Does he go to church with you, or play any sports? How far in advance would you like Breanne
to let you know when she wants to spend time with Michael?
Foster Parent:
(Firmly): Michael has a very busy schedule! He just started therapy on Mondays with a new
therapist.
He can’t miss that. His wrap team wants to meet every Wednesday – we have a meeting scheduled
for next week to get that all set. Next month he starts soccer. His practices are on Tuesday and
Friday, but they haven’t given me the game schedule yet. I assume those will be every Saturday.
You see now how busy he is! And, I have other foster kids in my care who I also have activities for.
I like things planned ahead of time so you should give me at least a couple of weeks’ notice. By the
way… It’s hard to reach me on Mondays; I’m busy with all the kids in my care that day.
Host Family:
OK…I will work around your schedule and always give you dates at least two weeks in advance.
Is it okay for me to go watch his soccer games once they start?
Foster Parent:
(Slightly annoyed) Yes, that’s fine with me. Can you pick him up and bring him home the day you’re going
to his games? If you are going, then maybe I don’t have to always be there.
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Host Family:
(Happy) Of course! I would love too! I would also like to talk with him every week on the phone if that
is ok. Is there a good time that might work for you and Michael? I don’t want to interrupt his homework
time or your dinner time together.
Foster Parent:
(Strong tone) Michael isn’t allowed to use the phone until his homework is done. He knows the rules. It’s
the same rules I keep for all the kids in my house. If he gets his homework done, he can talk on the
phone until 8 pm. Can we schedule a day? How about Wednesday’s at 7:30 pm? I’ll let you know when
you call if Michael hasn’t finished his homework.
Host Family:
Wednesday at 7:30 pm work for me!
Facilitator:
Now let’s talk about overnight visits.
Foster Parent:
(Hesitant) Is she approved for overnight visits?
Facilitator:
Breanne is not certified or licensed. She is not allowed to have Michael stay at her home for the entire
weekend. However, once Breanne and Michael spend some time together and you get to know
Breanne, you can give her permission for Michael to have an overnight visit using the Prudent Parent
Law.
Foster Parent:
And what is that?
Social Worker:
The Prudent Parent Law allows you as Michael’s foster parent to give permission for him to spend
time at another person’s home including overnights.
Michael:
(Hopeful) Can I stay the night with Breanne this weekend?
Facilitator:
I think it’s best that we don’t rush into having overnight visits. We tell all of our hosts to start out with
day visits until everyone feels ready for overnights….and that includes your foster mom,
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Marsha, and your social worker, Jennifer. Have you thought about some things you would like to do
with Breanne while you’re together, Michael?
Michael:
(Thinking) Well, I already told you I like soccer. I haven’t really thought about anything else. Hmm….
I like the beach! I went once on a school trip a couple years ago, but it was a lot of fun. Maybe the
movies? Or, I know…we could just hang out. It will just be fun to be together.
Facilitator:
Breanne? Have you thought about some things you would like to do together with Michael?
Host Family:
I’ve thought a lot about this. We can definitely check out the beach. I know some really cool tide pools
in Malibu that are fun to explore. I’ve seen hermit crabs and small fish in them. I know of a good
sandwich shop close by, too. Of course, we will do some math and reading together. And, I look
forward to introducing you to some of my friends and family. They are all excited to meet you. We can
also go to the movies. There’s still that super hero movie out that we talked about. Maybe we can do
that for our first visit. I also thought we would hang out at the house and play board games together.
I know how much you enjoy playing those. I’m sure as we spend more time together, we will think of
lots of things to do.
Michael:
(Enthusiastically) I’d like to meet your friends. But it really doesn’t matter to me what we do. I just
want to be able to hang out with you.
Facilitator:
It doesn’t sound like this will be an issue, but I want to point out that it’s important for everyone to
remember that this hosting relationship is about getting to know each other and building a
relationship. It’s not about buying things and always going to cool places.
We also ask our host families to create a photo memory book together of all the people they meet
and things that they do when they are together. It’s a nice way to remember your time together and
something that Michael can keep.
Foster Parent:
(Questioning) I don’t have to buy any of that stuff, do I? I don’t know if I want a bunch of messy art
supplies in my home.
Facilitator:
No, this is something that Breanne will buy. She will purchase the supplies and keep them at her
house. It is a fun, creative project that they will do in her home.
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Foster Parent:
How long do these visits last? Is it only for a couple hours? All day?
Host Family:
I would like to have him for the whole day if that is okay. It is really up to you and what works for your
schedule.
Michael:
(Happily) I want to stay the whole day!
Social Worker:
I think it would be best if you start with four hour visits. Then we can move to a full day visit and then
talk about overnights.
Foster Parent:
Me too. I agree with Jennifer.
Host Family:
Okay, I will work with that. Is there any chance that I could see Michael this Saturday? Is that a
possibility?
Foster Parent:
I think that would be fine. I have nothing planned on Saturday. Please don’t make it a habit of asking
last minute…ok? Michael can spend time with my family in the morning and see you in the late
afternoon. He goes to bed at 10:30 pm on the weekends, so be sure he is home by 9:00pm.
Social Worker:
(With authority) What happens if Michael misbehaves before Saturday? He was moved from his last foster
home because of his tantrums. He destroyed property and locked himself in the bathroom and refused
to come out. He won’t always be on his best behavior here.
Facilitator:
Visitations cannot be taken away due to Michael’s behavior as a form of discipline. These visits are a
part of Michael’s court-ordered plan for permanency. If Michael misbehaves and a visit is planned,
Breanne will work together with Marsha. For example, if a fun outing is planned to go out to dinner
and a movie, Breanne will have to alter the plan to do something more simple, such as cooking dinner
at home and working on homework together. The one exception to this rule to cancel the visit is if
Michael is at risk of harming himself or others.
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Social Worker:
(With authority) And what if there is an emergency during the visit? What is the procedure that
Breanne will follow?
Facilitator:
If there is a medical emergency, call 911 as you would do for any emergency. If Michael
AWOLs, which we know he won’t do, you need to call the DCFS Hotline 800 354-4000. We also
ask that you call me after you have the situation under control. If Michael is having any behavior
issues that need immediate attention, you should call Marsha and talk with her about how you
should manage the situation. All of the phone numbers are in your packet. If needed, you may
have to take him back to his foster home. Marsha, would you please make a copy of Michael’s
medical card and give it to Breanne to have during their visits.
I also want to cover safety issues that are very important. Trish and Andy, it’s important that you
are aware that while you are with Michael, you cannot smoke cigarettes, use drugs, or consume
alcohol in her presence. Additionally, you can never leave Michael alone or with any other adults
during your visit. Lastly, you and Michael must also use seat belts when in your vehicle.
Host Family:
We absolutely understand these safety concerns and will follow them when we are together.
Please don’t worry.
Social Worker:
I’m very happy to know that you are in agreement regarding these safety guidelines.
Host Family:
Are we still expected to bring Michael to the Kidsave events?
Michael:
Yes, I like the events. They are so much fun!
Facilitator:
Yes, we would like to see both of you at some, but not all, of the Kidsave events. It would be
wonderful to have you attend our big events. Michael, Breanne will continue to take you to the
events. If she is unable to attend and you still want to come, we will talk to other host families
and see if they can bring you.
It’s very important that Michael continues to attend these events with Breanne.
Host Family:
Do we need to talk to you after our visits? How do I let you know how the visits are going?
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Facilitator:
Great question! After each visit, host families are required to fill out an online report. It’s very
important that you remember to complete the report within 5 days after each visit. You can find the
link to the online reports in your folder. The reports are sent to the DCFS Program Manager and
Michael’s team, so that everyone knows how the visits are going, and so they can address any
questions or additional support you may need.

Why don’t you pull out your calendars and set aside times to visit while we all are here and
then we can sign the agreement.
I think that covers everything. Does anyone have any questions? Breanne is the newest member of
Michael’s team and will want be a dedicated support to Michael. I know we already have this Saturday
planned for their first official visit, but it would be great to get a couple of dates on the calendar while
we all are here.
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